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MINIATURE FIGURISES LTD
28-32 NORIHAM RO, SOUTHAMPTON. Tel:208S5

OUR SUPERB QUALITY FIGURES
* * NOW AVAILABLE AT * ** *

FULL STOCK

OF ALL

MINIFIGS

AND

SKYTREX

PRODUCTS

PLUS

BOOKS

RULES

GAMES

AND

ACCESSORIES

Gillingham Street

ALL

WARGAMERS, COLLECTORS

AND ENTHUSIASTS WILL

RECEIVE A WARM WELCOME

FROM THE MANAGER

DAVE ROTOR

AT 13 GILLINGHAM STREET

LONDON S.W.I

P/ease note

PERSONAL SERVICE ONLY

AT THIS ADDRESS



Heroics & Ros Figures
specialists in i/300th scale
Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured in high-quality tin-lead alloy-

NEW! Modern AFV's: USA LVTP-7;
UK FV 180 CET; FRANCE AMX-30 ARV,
Savieur VAB 4x4 ARC;
GERMANy Leopard ARV;
SWEDEN VK155 SPG, Pbv 302 ARC.

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's
NEW! Pre-coloured card cut-out Landing Craft (LCT4). Pack of 5 for 60p

German

PaQz«?r II B
P:-?n2erll F

Panz'jr II Flamm

Wespe
Lynx
Panzer I IIJ

Panzer III M

Panzer I II N

StuG I I I G

Panzer IV D

Panzer IV F1

Panzer [VF2

Panzer IV H

StuG IV

Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Nashorn

Pan2er38(t}
MarderlllSd 139

Marder II H

Hetzer

Panther D

Panther G

Jagdpanther
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger I I Henschal
Jagdtlger
Elefant

Brummbaer

Sturmtiger
Hanomag Sd 251/1B
Hanomag Sd 251/1 D -
late version

Sd 251/10 + 3.7Pak
Sd 251/16 Flamm

OstwindAA separately (5p) JSII
WirbelwindAA Rommel personality set JSIII
Opel Blitz with Rommel, staff ISU122
Opel Blitz with office body officer, despatch riders ISU152ISU 152

TOpel Maultier softskin andhal
Kubelwagen (6p) Me 10
Schwimmwagen (Bp) Fw 1 9<
BMW + sidecar(6p) Ju 87 £
Bussing Nag truck Hs12£
Raupenschlepper Ost MeBfl
SdKfz222 Me 41 1

SdKfz231 Fw181
SdKfz 234/1 DFS2:

SdKfz 234/2 Puma Gotha'
Protz tractor Me 16:

Kettenkrad (Bp) BR57/
SdKfz 10 Locom

SdKfz 11 Armou
SdKfz 7 10.5CI
3.7 Flak on SdKfz 7 Flak (2
Flakvierling on Sd 7 Panzer
Pak 35/36 + crew (20p)
Pak 38 + crew Flatca
Pak38+crew (lOp)
Pak 40 +crew Panzer

Pak 43/41 + crew trolley
Pak 43 on cruciform trail Straigf
+ crew Curvec

7.62 Pak 36 (r) + crew
10.5 cm howitzer + crew
15 cm howitzer + crew

17 cm howitzer + crew

8.8 Flak 37 + crew
7.5 cm G36 mountain gun USSR

and hal

10.5 cm
Flak(2

(20p)

trolley

Straigh

f-track (25p)
Mel09G(12p)
Fw190D(12p)
Ju87B(15p)
Ms 129(15p)
MeBf 110(15p)
Me410(15p)
Fw 189 (15p)
DFS230glider(15p)
Gotha glider (25p)
Me163(12p)
BR57 Armoured

Locomotive (30p)
Armoured wagon with

-26B

BA-10

BA-32

BA-64

T-70

GAZ-AAA

GAZ-60

JAG-12

GAZ-67 (6p)
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45mm AT + crew

M41 57mm AT + crew

M44 100 mm AT + crew

locomotive {30p)
Armoured wagon with
T34 turret (20p)
Flat car (10p)
Straight track (Bp)
Curved track (8p)

UNITEDKINGDOM

Tetrarch

Honey
Grant

Sherman M4A1
Sherman Firefly
Matilda

Valentine I I

Valentine IX

Archer

Bishop

ACV Dorchester

ACVAEC

Crusader AA Mk 1
Crusader AA Mk2

M18 Hellcat

M4A3 Sherman

M4A3E2

M4A3E8

2 pdr portee on Chevrolet M4A1 dozer
M106 pdr + crew

2 pdr+ crew
1 7 pdr + crew
25 pdr. limber & crew
5.5 in howitzer + crew
7.2 in howitzer + crew

Bofors 40mm AA gun

M36

M26 Pershing
M7B1 Priest

M12 155mm SP

M3 half track

Tie 105mmGMC

Morris6 x4 Bofors tractor M3 75mm GMC

 in turret and 3.7 M39 76.2mm field gun + Churchill I I I

Quad tractor

Scammel tractor

Bedford QL

Fbrd (Canada) 1 5cwt
truck

Chevrolet 15 cwt

5p) crew Churchill SBG bridgelayer Chevrolet 3 ton
Panzer 38(t> on flat car M31/37 122mm field gun Churchill AVRE (12p) (1 Zp^Bedford QL with office

C+crew
Flat car for mine defence M38 1 52 mm howitzer +
(lOp) crew
Panzerdraisine rail patrol M31 203mm tracked

t track {8p)
Curved track (Bp)

howitzer + crew

Russian standing artillery Scorpion Flail
crew separately (Bp) A9
Russian kneeling artillery A10
crew separately (Bp) A13
57mm AT on Komsomlets Crusader II

7.5 cm infantry gun
1 5cm inf, gun + crew
Nebelwerfer + crew

BT-7

T34/76B

T34/760
T34/85

Sd 251 rocket launcher Karl tracked mortar ( 1 5p) KV1
Arm'd Maultier Rocket German standing gun KV2 P
Launcher crew separately (Bp) SU85 Y
Sd250 German kneeling gun SU 100 L
Sd 250/9 a/c crew separately (Bp) T28(12p) ^
BIV Funklenpanzer Mountain gun crew T35|15p) P

Ros Micro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are all
10p except where marked.

Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale are 70 pence
per pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.
MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS

SU76

SU-37-1 AA
Komsomlets

Stalinets

GAZ-AAA + quad AA
MGs
Poltkarpov 1 -16 (12p)
ll-2Sturmovik(12p)
Pe-2

Yak-9{12p)
La-5(12p)
MiG-3(12p)
Russian Armoured

hurchill Crocodile (12p) body
Churchill ARK (12p) Bedford OY 3 ton GS
Ram Kangaroo(12p) Chevrolet PetrolTanker
Churchill Carpet Layer ScammetTank
Deacon (12p) Transporter
Scorpion Flail British kneeling
A9 artillerymen separately
AID (8p)
A13 British standing
Crusader II artillerymen separately
Crusader III (Bp)
Cromwell Spitfire IX (12p}
Comet Hurricane II (12p)
Challenger Mosquito FB VI (15p)
Sherman Crab Typhoon IB (12p)

Crusader III

Cromwell

Comet

Challenger
Sherman Crab

Sherman DD

Marmon Harrington
Humber Armoured car

Daimler Scout Car

Daimler Armoured Car
Universal Carrier

Sexton

Wasp flame-thrower

USA

M3 Stuart

M5 Stuart
M24Chaffee

Jeep (Bp)
LVT Buffalo

Greyhound M8
Studebaker 2y ton truck
Sherman Calliope
Weasel

M4 High SpeedTractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
DUKW

Studebaker Gasoline

Truck

White Scout Car

3 in AT gun + crew
75mm Pack howitzer +

crew

105mm howitzer + crew

155mm Long Tom + crew
M16SPAA

American artillery crew
standing separately (8p)
P51D Mustang (12p)
P47 D Thunderbolt (12p)
P40E Kittyhawk (12p)

ITALIAN

M13/40
Semovente 75

CV L6/40
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun & crew
Fiat G50 Bis (12p)

NEW WWII; Hungarian Turan 1,Turan2,
Italian: Ml 1/39, Fiat 626truck,
Russian: T40, T50 Light tanks

1/300th SCALE FIGU RES 70 pence packs.
MAR 10 La

SOVIET
T-72 Tank

T-62 Tank
T-55Tank
T-55dojer

T-55 mine clearer

T- lOM tank

PT-76 licjKt tank
BMP-76(BMPU
MICV

BTR-40P with Swatter
BTR 60PB APC
BROM-2 APC

BRDM 2 With Sagger
ASU-SSSPgun
UAZ 459 jeep
BM 2 1 Rocket

Launcher

2SU-23-4SPAA

ZSU-57 2 SPAA

D-30 122mm howitzer
+ crew

M55 152mm howitzer
+ crew

M 5 5 100mm AT gun +
crew

BTR-50APC

BMP Paratroop APC
BM-14towed rocket

launcher + crew

GAZ-69 jeep
URAL-375truck

SA-6 Gainful AA missile
SA-9 Gaskin AA missile
SA-2 Guideline AA
missile

M1974 122mm SPG
ASU-57SPAT gun
GAZ-69 + Recoilless
rifle

FROG-7 arlillery missile
on launcher truck
MiG 17(12p(
MiG-19{15p)
MiG-21 I15p)

MiG 23l30pi
WiG-25Foxbai(30p)
S.i 7(15i)l

Su 0 i30pl
Su t5(30p)
Yak-28 l30p)
Ml 8 Hip i30pl
Mi 24 Hindi! r>pl

USA
M50A1 tank

M60A2 tank

M48A2 tank

M551 Sheridan light
tank

M60A1 dozer

Ml 13 APC

M113 -r lecuillessritle

fVll 13 * TOW AT
missile

Ml 63 Vulcan SPAA
M730 Chaparral SPAA
missile system

M106 mortar carrier
M114 recce vehicle
M728 Combat
Engineer Vehicle
MI 10 SP howitzer
M107 SP howitzer
M109SP howitzer

Commando armoured
car

XR311 High mobility
wheeled carrier + TOW
M41 Walker Bulldog
light lank
M42 Duster SPAA
M548 tracked carrier
Honest John missile on
launcher truck
Hawk AA missiles on

M548 launcfier

M577 coovnand
vehicle

Dragon light AT missile

i.et of thfpe

Huev Cobra gunship
(15pl
Bell Iroriuois (1 5p)
Skyhawk 11 5p)
F 104 Slurfighter (15p)
fit Ph.-liloill (25Di

f111£t2bp)

F14ATomc3l l25pl
Fi5fc,igle(25p)

ISRAEL

Super Sherman

SWEDEN

S-iank

Ikv 9 1 light tank

Jaguar 11 5p)
Harrier i 1 5pl
Buccaneer 130p)

GERMAN
Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder MiCV

Gepard SP AA
Jagdpanzer Rakete
missile carrier

Jagdpanzer Kanone SP
AT gun
Spz ll 2 APC
Sp2 l2-3APC
Milan light AT miasile
set of threeUNITED KINGDOM set of three

Chieftain

Centurion

Centurion AVRE FRENCH

FV432APC AMX.30tank
FV438 Swinyfire AMX-13 light tank
launcher AMX-13 + SS11 AT
FV432 • mortal missiles
FV432 ♦Wombat AMX-13 + HOT mis-
FV432 -♦ Rarden sites
FV432 ♦ Cymbeline AML H-90 armoured
radar car
Chieftain Bridge Layerl20p) EBR.75 armoured car
Abbot SPG
Saladin armoured car
Saracen APC
Fox armoured car
Ferret armoured Car
Ferret 2/6 AT missile
carrier
Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile

Spartan light APC
Rapier AA missile

AMX-30 155mm
howitzer
AMX-30 Roland AA
missile launcher

AMX lOAPC
AMX-10 HOT AT
missiles
Jeep with Entac AT
missiles
Milan light AT missile
launcher (set of 31
Mirage IllCdSp)
Jaguar (1 5p)

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFNI7 Napoleon Maisnals
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD
UNITS
MFN6 GienaOiers of irie Old Guard
MFN20 Chasseurs .i Pieil o' the Guard
MFN7 Horse Grenadleis
MFNl l Chasseui» jChPvaloMhc Guard
MFNZ Polir.h Idnrersot ih., G.iarri
MFN3 FrMiiAri.ilervol ihr>Go>ir1
MFN9 Hcise Ahilliify of "he Guard
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS
MFN I Line Grenadiers
MFN14 Fr bne Fusiliers
MFN4 Volilgoeis skirmishinq
MFN16 Pf Cdrabimets
MFNIO Cuirassiers
MFNI9 LineOragoons
MFN6 Chasseurs a Cheual of trie Line
MFN12 HussJis
MFNt3 idiiuers of the Line

MFN3 Fool Aflilieiy
MFNIbFi GunTeams
MFNlS Ft Wagons and Teams
BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MBN 16 Wellington & Generals
MBNl British infantry
MBN7 British Line Infantry Light Co.
MBN 14 British Light Inlaniry
MBNl 5 British Light Infantry skirgnishing
MBNb Highlanders
MBN8 Highlanders skirmishing
M6N4 Riflemen
MBN 1 7 Household Caualry
MBN2 Oraguuns
M8N6 Scots Greys
MSN lOBriiish Hussars
MBN It Brit Lt Dragoons
M6N9 HorseAriillery
MBN3 Foot Artillery
MBN12Brii GunTeams
MBN13Brii Wagons
PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPNI Musketeers
MPN2 jagers skirmishing
MPN3 Dragoons
MPN5 Prussian Uhlans
MPN4 Artillery
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MAN I Austrian Musketeers
MAN2 Austrian Grenadiers
MAN3 Austrian Jagers skirmishing
MAN4 Austrian Cuirassiers
MANS Austrian Artillery

NEW I U.S.S.R. : M 1970 APC, MTU-55 Bridgelayer (20p), SIL-131 truck.
U.S.A. : XM-723 MICV, Lance missile, M60 AVLB (20p), M35 2it. truck.

Postage & Packing: UK 10% in £, minimum postage lOp. Overseas Airmail
40% in £, overseas seamail 20% in £. Europe 15% in £. £1 = 100 pence =
$1.75approx.

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MRN1 Grenadiers
MRN5 Pavlov Guard
MRN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3. Cuirassiers
MRN6 Cossacks
MRN4 Artillery
BAVARIAN UNITS
MGN 1 Bavarian Infantry
POLISH UNITS
MWN 1 Polish Infantry
MFN2 L.inuers
SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MSN 1 SD.inish Musketeers
MSN2 Spariish Grenadiers
MSN3 SntHiibh Musketeers sktrmishing
MSN4 Spanish Dragoons
SECOND WORLD WAR
GR1 Geiman Inlamry
GR2 German infantry Support

Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War II cavalry
GR5 AlttkaXorps
8R1 British Infantry
BR2 Brilisli Infantry Support

Weapons
BR3 British Paratroops
BRA 8th Army
SRI Russsian Infantry
Sfl2 Russian Infantry Support

Weapons
SR4 RuSsianWorld War II cavalry
USR1 United Stales Infantry
USR2 United Stales Infantry Support

Weapons
MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATO Inlaniry
M2 NATO Infantry Support

Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pack Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pack Infantry Support

Weapons
ANCIENT PERIOD
ROMANS
MAR1 Roman Legionaires
>4AR2 Romans attacking
MARS Roman Light Infantry
MARA AsialicArcher
MAR5 RomanCavalry
MAR6 Roman War Engines
MAR 7 Praetorian Guard
MAR8 EguiiesSingularis Guard Cavelry
MARS Western Auxiliary Archers

MAR 13 Late Period
Legionaries attacking

te Period Legionaires
MAR 11 Late Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR12 RomanGeneralS.Tfibunes
BYZANTINES
MAS 1 Byzantine Heavy Infantry
MA62 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MAB3 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry
MAB5 Byzantine Horse Archers
MAB6 Byzantine Foot Archers
BARBARIANS
MA 1 1 Dacian Infantry (includes

spearmen, rhomphiae. archers
etc )

MA 12 Visigoihic infaninr
MA 13 Hun Cavalry
MAI4 GolhicCavalry
MA 15 Sarmaiian Caiaphracts
MAF1 Gaulish Infantry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry
GREECE
MAGI Greek City Hopliies
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG 7 PhodianSlingers
MAG6 Cretan Archers
MAG3 Greek Cavalry
MAGS Successor Cavalry
MAG4 War Elephants
MACS Spartan Hopliies
MAG9 Pefiasis
MAG 10 Macedonian Hypaspists
MAG 11 Thracian Light Cavalry
PERSIANS
MAPS Persian Immortals
MAP2 Persian Archers
MAP3 Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian HorseArchers
MAP6 Mounted Persian Spearmen
MAP7 Persian Armoured Cavalry
MAPI Persian Chariots
MAPB Persian Scythed Chariots
SASSANIDS
MAS I Sassanid Levy Spearmen
MAS2 Sassanid Archers
MAS3 Sassanid Clibinarii
MAS4 Sassanid Caiaphraets
MASS Sasssnid Light Cavalry
MAS6 Sassanid Elephants
NEW
MAI 6 Ancient British Chariot
MAI 7 Ancient British Infantry
MAI 8 Ancient British Cavalry
MAI 9 ArabCamelrv

(Seleucid-Palmyran)
MAILORDER Legionaries attacking
Goods are offereo subject to availability. Please give some alternatives. Every
effort will be made to fulfil first cfioices.

We acceptACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, BANKAMERICARD. CHARGEX.
Just send your card number.

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES 36 KENNINGTON ROAD. LONDON. 8E1 OK
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BOOKS FOR WARGAMERS

from Oavid and Charles the piTHE PE

WelUi^ton^ Army

WELLINGTON'S ARMY IN

THE PENINSULAR 1808 - 1814
by Michael Glover

In this penetrating study of the British Army in the Peninsular
Campaign Michael Glover examines the organisation, re
cruitment. training, weapons and tactics of the men under
Wellington's command and shows how the Duke handled
this army in the Field. The problems of logistics and transport
are considered, as well as the complicated chain of
command and administrative systems which had bedevilled
lesser British commanders. The Portuguese and Kings
German Legion troops are dealt with as well as the British

troops. The text is illustrated with contemporary uniform
illustrations. £5.50

BOOKS BY CHRIS DUFFY

THE ARMY OF FREDERICK THE
GREAT

Describes the organisation, equipment and tactics of each
branch and corps of the Prussian army, lists of every
regiment, its facing and record, and provides a comprehen
sive operational history. Text supported with maps of every
major battle, battle statistics, and numerous illustrations and

diagrams. £6.50

FIRE AND STONE—THE SCIENCE
OF FORTRESS WARFARE

1660-1860

Explains the function of fortresses, and descrities their
construction and defence, and the art of siegecraft

NINSULAR WAR

1807- 1814
by Michael Glover

A concise military history, from the French invasion, the
British intervention, through all the famous victories up to the
invasion of France. Appendices give orders of battle, lists of

regiments, etc, for the British and French armies. Maps and
illustrations. Originally published at £7.50

Cheap edition now £2.95

THE NILE CAMPAIGN—NELSON

AND NAPOLEON IN EGYPT
by Christopher Uoyd

Napoleon's capture of Malta, his conquest of Egypt, and the

subsequent French defeat at Trafalgar described through
contemporary letters, orders and intelligence reports. Illus.

£4.50

developed by Vauban, Appendices include "A Fortress
Wargame." Maps, diagrams, drawing and photographs
throughout. £5.95

THE ARMY OF MARIA THERESA

1740-1780

Chris Duffy shows how, through constant reforms, the
Austrian army was eventually able to meet the Prussians on

equal terms. Indeed, in their use of light infantry, and the
employment of their potent artillery, they forshadowed some
aspects of the Napoleonic Wars. Every branch of the army is
dealt with, including the celebrated Croats, A complete list of
regiments, maps of all major battles, and numerous
illustrations and diagrams support the text. £6.50

DON FEATHERSTONE WARGAMING TITLES

WARGAMING: ANCIENT AND
MEDIEVAL PERIODS

Drawing on years of practical wargaming experience Don
Featherstone suggests how to refight fifteen ancient battles
from Kadesh in 1288 B.C. to St. Albans in 1455 A.D.

31 maps. £3.95

WARGAMING; PIKE AND SHOT
Following on from the previous volume Don Featherstone
covers fifteen battles of the Renaissance period from
Ravenna In 1512 to the Battle of the Dunes in 1658.

30 maps. £4.50

BATTLE NOTES FOR

WARGAMERS
A more general volume covering battles from Pharsalus in
the Roman Civil War to Pork Chop Hill in the Korean War.
30 maps. £3.50

BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS
In this comprehensive introduction to wargaming Don
Featherstone analyses the basic elements of wargame
rules, gives practical advice on sources of figures and terrain
and how to fight solo games. He then examines all the main
periods of interest to wargamers, from ancient warfare up to
the wars of today, and considers the problems these pose to
the wargamer. Illustrated with maps and photographs
throughout. Limp £1.95

Ordering
Please read carefully.

U.K. and Eire

Write stating which titles you require and write clearly your
name and address. Enclose cash with order adding 15%
p. & p. on orders up to £5; 10% on orders up to £10. Minimum
postage 30p. Orders of £10 and over sent post free. Allow
two to three weeks for delivery.

Overseas

Postage rates for overseas customers are the same as U.K.
rates, but books are sent by surface mail so allow extra time

COLONIAL SMALL WARS
1837-1901

This invaluable guide for the colonial wargamer describes in
separate chapters forty-six Victorian colonial campaigns
from the Revolt in Canada in 1837 to the Boxer Rising of
1900-1. Each account is accompanied with tactical and
strategic maps. Originally published at £4.95

Cheap edition now £2.25

NAVAL WARGAMES: WW I
AND WW II
by Barry J. Carter

The author describes sources of ships in the popular scales
of 1/1200, 1/1250, 1/1300 and 1/4800 and gives practical
suggestions for scratch building. Currently available rules
are examined (including the classic rules of Fred Jane and
Fletcher Pratt) and the authors own rules are explained and
illustrated with sample games. Campaigning, solo games
and commercial games are also considered. Illustrated with
maps, diagrams, charts and photographs. £3.95

LEADERSHIP IN WAR 1939-1945
Sir John Smyth VC

An assessment of British generalship in WW II from Dunkirk
to North Africa, Normandy and the war in the Far East. Illus.

Originally published at £5.25

Cheap edition now £2.25

for delivery. Enclose cash with order, either by Sterling
Cheque or International Money Order; or write a cheque in
your own currency adding on 50p to cover our bank charges.

Or send large S.A.E. for our full list of military books (list free
with order).

Our shop is open to the public 9.00 - 5.30; Mon - Sat; closed
Thursday, We also sell wargames figures and boardgames.

BATTLE HONOURS OF THE
BRITISH ARMY

This reprint of the classic reference work (first published
1911) provides a unique British military history from Tanglers
in 1662 up to the Boer War. Brief accounts are given of every
major Battle Honour Campaigns, together with tables
showing losses, and details of decorations and battle honour
given. Maps and illus. Limp £1.95

ASSAULT FROM THE SEA
J. D. Ladd

The equipment and tactics used by both sides in WW II. Fully
illustrated. £5.95

COLLECTING VOLUNTEER
MILITARIA

R. J. W/att

The equipment, uniforms, badges and insignia of British
Volunteer Units up to 1908. Illus. Limp £1.95

BRITISH CUT AND THRUST

WEAPONS
John Wilkinson-Latham.

An illustrated guide for collectors. Limp £1.95

THE HISTORY OF THE NAZI PARTY
Dietrich Orlow

This definitive study of the NSDAP draws on unpublished
German archival material.

VOLI 1919to1933. Originally published at £5.50Originally published at £5.50

VOL 11 1933 to 1945.

BUY DIRECT FROM

Cheap edition now £2.75

Originally published at £6.50
Cheap edition now £2.75

MINGEN

9 MARKET PLACE

MILDENHALL, WEST SUFFOLK
Tel: Mlldenhall 714115
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LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICS
Telephone Orders & Enquiries Nottingham 43457

We thought we would use this
advertisement to show our range
of ship models but only the WW II
would fit. Please send a stamped
self addressed envelope for a list

ch includes the extensive WWI

K^jnge in the same scale or better
still visit the shop and SEE the
quality for yourself.

Loughborough 213789

LONDONERS!

MINIFIGS SKYTREX (U.K.) LTD.

Our new shop is now open at
13GILUNGHAIV1ST.

100 yds from Victoria Station

Dave Rotor will be there to assist

you. Huge stocks of Tanks, Planes,
Rules, Minifigs, 25mm & 15mm,
figures. S&T Games, dice & other

accessories.

SEEING IS BELIEVINGI

There are thousands of items for most types of

wargames on our spring lists. Please send a
stamped self addressed envelope.

POSTAGE Er PACKING

UK, BFPO, 10% up to £5 (min lOp)
Post free over £5

OVERSEAS

60% up to £7 (min 50p), 30% over £7
E.E.C.asU.K.

BARCLAYCARD new this month

.  _ Additions to the mode
ACCESS RUSSIAN
ORDERS KIEV - Carrier 41

uuci pnuic KRESTAII — CruiVftLLUMt icAQHifu _ nootrr

Additions to the modern range all to 1/3000th Scale.
RUSSIAN BRITISH
KIEV - Carrier 40p INVINCIBLE - "Through-Deck" Cruiser
KRESTAII — Cruiser (Missile) HAMPSHIRE — Missile Destroyer
KASHIN - Destroyer AMAZON - Frigate
H CLASS — Nuclear Submarine DREADNOUGHT — Nuclear Submarine

Naval Warfare

MORE ON COMPLETE LISTS

Models 25p each unless marked otherwise

DAVC0WW2 SHIPS 1:300 scale 1 mm = 10 feet
^  A// models packaged with an information sheet giving details of speed,
25p 03 Ch armament, etc. Detail is up to 7x 1200 standard.

BRITAIN

Hood

Renown

K.G.V.
Prince of Wales
Rodney
Ramitlies

Warspite
Queen Elizabeth
Ark Royal
Glorious
Biter

Illustrious
Cumberland

Hawkins

Kent

Dorsetshire

Sussex
London

(as reconstructet
Exeter

Belfast

Southampton
Arethusa

Dido

Coventry

GERMANY

Bismark
Scharnhorst

Graf Zeppelin
Lutzow

Graf S pee
Nurnberg
Koln

Hipper
Prinz Eugen

JAPAN

Yamato
Kongo
lse(1941}
Fuso

Nagai.
Akagi
Kaga
lse(1943)
Shokaku

Unryu
Nachi

Mogami
Tone

Takao
Kuma
Oi
Kitakamt

Yura

Agano
Aoba
Kako

Jintsu

FubukI (x2)
Kagero {x2}
Akitsuki (x2)
Matsu (x2}
14001x2}

NO. IN NO. IN

CLASS TYPE DATE CLASS TYPE DATE

BRITAIN (continued)

1 Battlecruiser 1941 Scylla 2 Light Cruiser 1941

1 Battlecruiser 1941 Roy''list 5 Light Cruiser 1942

1 Battleship 1943 Ajax 5 Light Cruiser 1934

5 Battleship 1940 (Leander Class: 1 St Group)
2 Battleship 1930 Sydney 3 Light Cruiser 1934

5 Battleship 1938 (Leander Class

1 Battleship 1941 2nd Group)
19392 Battleship 1941 Fiji 8 Light Cruiser

1 Aircraft Carrier 1941 Ceylon 3 Light Cruiser 1941

2 Aircraft Carrier 1939 Manxman 6 Cruiser Minelayer 1940

26 Escort Carrier 1942 Emerald 2 Light Cruiser 1926

4 Aircraft Carrier 1940 M Class (2 in pack) Destroyer 1940

2 Heavy Cruiser 1935 Tribal Class (x2) 12 Destroyer 1938

2 Heavy Cruiser 1919 'J' Class (x2) 24 Destroyer 1939

4 Heavy Cruiser 1928 'V &W' Class

2 Heavy Cruiser 1941 (x2) 10 Destroyer 1917

4 Heavy Cruser 1939 Leeds 8 Ludlow 2 Destroyer 1918

Lance Class (x2) 4 Destroyer 1941

1) 1 Heavy Cruiser 1943 'G/H'Class (x2) 22 Destroyer 1936

2 Heavy Cruiser 1939 Town Class (x2) 48 Destroyer 1919

2 Light Cruiser 1939 73 ft. M.T.B. (3 in pack) 1940

5 Light Cruiser 1938 'T' ClMS (x3) 53 Submarine 1939

4

9

Light Cruiser
Light Cruiser

1939

1939

Liberty Ship Merchant 1941

5 AA Cruiser 1941

2 Battlecruiser 1938

2 Aircraft Carrier 1942

2 Pocket Battleship 1941

1 Pocket Battleship 1939

1 Light Cruiser 1944

3 Light Cruiser 1929

2 Heavy Cruiser 1937

2 Heavy Cruiser 1939

4 Battleship 1942

4 Battleship 1938

2 Battleship 1941

2 Battleship 1942

2 Battleship 1942

1 Fleet Carrier 1941

1 Fleet Carrier 1941

2 Battleship/Carrier 1943

2 Fleet Carrier 1939

6 Aircraft Carrier 1943
4 Heavy Cruiser 1927

4 Heavy Cruiser 1941

2 Heavy Cruiser 1941

4 Heavy Cruiser 1928
5 Light Cruiser 1940

2 Torpedo Cruiser 1941
1 AA Kailen Cruiser 1943

6 Light Cruiser 1941
4 Light Cruiser 1942
2 Li^t Cruiser 1937

2 Light Cruiser 1936

3 Light Cruiser 1927
20 Destroyer 1927

18 Destroyer 1938
16 Destroyer 1941

41 Destroyer Escort 1944

S Submarine 1942

GERMANY (continued)

Maas Class

Z23(x2) (Narvik) (

Z24(x2) (Narvik) i
T22 (x2) 1!
S18(x3) 3(
Type VII c(x3) 981
Type XXI (x3) 150<
Altmark *

Type IX (x3) 20(

U.S.A.

Iowa

South Dakota
Washington
West Virginia (1944)
Tennessee(1943)
New Mexico
Alaska

Yorktown

Essex 4
Independence
Lexington
Bogue Class 3
Baltimore 3
Northampton '
Indianapolis
Cleveland New 3
Astoria Class
Brooklyn Class
Marblehead Class 1
Atlanta 1
Flush Deck Class 8
Craven Class 2
Livermore (x2} 10
Fletcher (x2) 18
Gearing (x2) 10
Sumner (x2) 7
Gato {x2) 29

5

Destroyer 1935

6 Destroyer 1942

6 Destroyer 1941

15 Torpedo Boat 1941

30 E Boat 1941

980 U Boat 1940-5

1500 Submarine 1944

4 Tanker/Supply Ship 1940

206 U Boat 1943

Battleship 1943
4 Battleship 1942

2 Battleship 1941

3 Battleship 1944

2 Battleship 1943
3 Battleship 1942

3 Battlecruiser 1944

3 Fleet Carrier 1941

26 Fleet Carrier 1943

9 Lt. Fleet Carrier 1943
2 Fleet Carrier 1929
37 Escort Carrier 1942

30 Heavy Cruiser 1943

6 Heavy Cnjiser 1929

2 Heavy Cruiser 1941

34 Light Cruiser 1943
7 Heavy Cruiser 1933

9 Light Cruiser 1937

10 Light Cruiser 1937

16 Light Cruiser 1940
81 Destroyer 1921

23 Destroyer 1938

100 Destroyer 1940

186 Destroyer 1941
100 Destroyer 1944
70 Destroyer 1943
294 Submarine 1942

WARGAMES RULES

LAND BATTLES

3000 B.C. to 1250 A.D. IW.R.G.)
Wars of the Roses-Mediaeval
(Decaiset)

1500-1660 2nd edition (Birmingham)
Napoleonic (L.W.S.)
Napoleonic Rules for 1/300 scale
G. W. Jeffery

1685-1845 (W.R.G.)
American Civil War
(Confederate High Command)

W.W.I Land Rules (Skytrex)
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.I
(Skytrex)

1950-1975 Armour/infantry
(W.R.G.)

W.W.II Rules-basic (Mike Philpott 8-
Bob Thompson)

20th Century Skirmish Rules
(Paragon)

Renaissance Rules (W.R.G.)
Symwar W.W.II Rules
Symwar Maps (10 types

available)
Middle Earth Fantasy Rules
Gladiatorial Combat Rules
(Paragon)

NAVAL BATTLES

Greek Naval (W.R.G.)
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.)

Napoleonic (Navwar) 2nd edition
American Civil War Ironclads
(Navwar)

World War I Naval (Skytrex)
Galactic Warfare Rules

Coastal Naval Warfare (Navwar)
W.W.I Aerial Warfare (Paragon)
Average Dice
Normal Dice

Percentage Dice

SOpeach
£1.05

60p
75p

25p per pair
20p per pair
35p per pair

ITALY

Littorlo
Cesare

Doria

Trento
Zara

Bolzano

Pola

Bande t^re
Duca D'Aosta

Garibaldi
Attilo Regolo
Navigator! (x2)
Soldati (x2)
Spica (x2)
MS11 (x3)

3  Battleship
2  Battleship
2  Battleship
2  Heavy Cruiser
2  Heavy Cruiser
1  Heavy Cruiser
1  Heavy Cruiser
4  Light Cruiser
2  Light (bruiser
2  Light Cruiser
12 Light Cruiser
12 Destroyer
12 Destroyer
32 Destroyer Escort
18 Motor Torpedo Boat



IH1HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

COMING NEXT MONTH

In 25mm

Landsknecht Wagon (Big!) with lots of extras in
the way of baggage and camp followers.
American Civil War and Renaissance guns.
Renaissance and English Civil War carts and
wagons.

New chariots and more new figures,

in 54mm

New figures and vignettes.

in 75mm

Another new figure.
An extravaganza for the month following and one
to top that for the month after.

AUGUST ADDITIONS TO RANGE

25mm Once piece casting (OPC)

OPC 9 Austrian Infantry Colonel
OPC 10 Prussian Infantry Colonel

Austrian Napoleonic (AN)

ANC 13 Uhlan Standard Bearer

ANC 14 Uhlan trumpeter
ANC 15 Cuirassier Standard Bearer

Prussian Napoleonic (PN)

PN 27 Landwehr Standard Bearer

PN 28 Reserve Infantry Standard Bearer
PN 29 Reserve Infantry drummer
PN 30 Fusilier standing firing

Prussian Napoleonic Cavalry (PNC)

PNC 15 Prussian Hussar trumpeter
PNC 16 Prussian Hussar Standard bearer

PNC 17 Prussian Dragoon Standard Bearer
PNC 18 Prussian Cuirassier Standard bearer

25/BL

75/JBC 6

Equipment (25/)

25/BB Archers stakes (3 sets of 3 per pack) 35p
25/BC Renaissance triple organ gun 60p
25/BD Late Medieval/Renaissance 3 barrelled

cannon 60p
25/BG Late Medieval/Renaissance Heavy field/

Siege gun £1.65
25/BH Pack of large barrels and lids (barrel

height 25mm) 2/pack 35p
25/BK 18th Century Heavy Howitzer 70p
25/BL 18th Century Heavy field/siege gun 70p
25/BM Pack of medium barrels and lids (barrel

height 18mm) 4/pack 35p

Equipment Groups (EG)

EG22 English Civil War Horse Drawn Wagon
with two powder barrels, 1 driver,
gunner attendant sat on barrels and
marker flag. £1.20

EG23 English Civil War hand drawn cart with
2 powder barrels, 2 men pulling cart,
1 gunner in attendance and marker
flag 70p

EG31 American Civil War Signal tower with
2 signallers, 1 officer, 1 horse and holder.
Approx. height of tower 55mm. £2.10

EG41 Wine and Water cart - all periods, with
horse and attendant. £1.20

EG41

75mm Benassi Range (75/JBC)

75/JBC 6 Mongul Warrior/Herdsman and pony £7.67

25/BD

HINCHLIFFE GUIDE TO WARGAMING
• a new booklet available now E1.10 +15p postage and

packing
• a 'Step by Step' guide, thie only booklet to really explain

it to the rank beginner.
• plenty of diagrams and illustrations, plus lots of hints and

tips on painting and making your own terrain features.
• This booklet breaks off where the 'hard to follow' other

books begin!

I
The HinchUffe Handbook £2.00 from your retailer or £2.20 direct. Price List 12p.

VMs recommend HUMBROL
AUTHENTIC

MILITARY COLOURS for all our products

Our manufacturer in the U.S.A - Heritage Models Inc., 9840 Munro Drive, Building 106, Dallas, Texas
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DW^RF F

No.1 50p/$1.50

Jun/Jul 1977

The Science Fiction and

Fantasy games magazine

■Ji ^

^Kl

1 - ^ ■ y ^ t

\^:M'S ££AV>^''I^ '91T .|-,' I

The magazine of Science Fiction
and Fantasy Games.

IN ISSUE 1; (Second Numl)er Now Out)
THEMONSTERMARK
Monster malignity in Dungeons & Dragons.

METAMORPHOSIS ALPHA
Review & Suggestions

COMPETITIVE D&D
REVIEWS,TREASURE CHEST, NEWS & MORE

Sample copy - 50p+10 p&p
1 -Year Subscription (6 issues) - £3.00

Subscriptions & Enquiries to:
WHITE DWARF, 97 Uxbridge Rd., London W12 8NL.

Ail cheques/PC's payable to "White Dwarf" please.

AMERICAN FANTASY GAMES
MAGAZINES
"The Dragon" (TSR) - Sample copy and back
numbers (1-6 available) £1.25
1 -Year Subscription (8 issues) £10.00
'The Dungeoneer" (Jaquays) - Sample copy
and back numbers (1-4 available) 50p
1 -Year Subscription (6 issues) £3.00

FANTASY FIGURES
fVIINIFlGS - Dungeons & Dragons,
IVlythlcal Earth, Sword 8t Sorcery, Science
Fiction.

GREENWOOD & BALL - Garrison Sword
& Sorcery, Sanderson 54mm. Fantasy.
BARRY MINOT - Olympians Heroes &
Horrors, Thane Tostig.

SAE FOR COMPLETE LISTS

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
POSTAGE AND PACKING
EXCEPT WHERE STATED

OTHERWISE

SF/FANTASY
GAMES&
RULES

Dungeons & Dragons (TSR) £6.75
D&D Supplements (TSR) £3.40
Swords & Spells (TSR) £3.40
Battle of the 5 Armies(TSR) £3.50
Empire of the Petal Throne (TSR) £16.75
Metamorphosis Alpha (TSR) £3.40
Citadel (FGU) £2.35
Royal Armies of the Hyborean Age (FGU) £3.50
Bunnies & Burrows (FGU) £3.50
Galactic Conquest (FGU) £2.35
White Bear & Red Moon (Chaosium) £6.95
Siege of MinesTirith(F&F) £3.75
Battle of Helm's Deep (F&F) £2.40
The Ringbearer (LS) £1.95

SAE FOR FULL LISTS

JUST ARRIVED
Science Fiction/Fantasy Games:
StarSoldier(SPI)-Z-Pack £4.75
Arms Race (Attack) £4.75
Formalhaut 11 (Attack) £4.75
Rift Trooper (Attack) £5.50
Star Raider (Attack) £4.75
War of the Star Slavers (Attack) £8.95
Warof the Ring (FGU) £7.45
WAR Games;
Missile Crisis (Attack) £4.75
Rheinbung (Attack) £4.75
7th Cavalry (Attack) £4.75
Rules:

Valley Forge (TSR) £3.40
Bio One (TSR) £1-40
Field Regulations (TSR) £1.80

NEW TO FANTASY GAMING?
Send lOp in stamps + a large stamped
(lOp), addressed envelope for: Our
catalogue and price list, figures price list
and a D&D explanatory sheet.

'(^araes l^oRkstaop !
97 Uxbridg* Road, London W12 8NL

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

F* ALL ORDERS NORMALLY
DISPATCHED WITHIN 7 DAYS
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The Collectors' range of Military figures
By CHAS. C. STADDEN

"BUCKINGHAM PEWTER" FIGURES

Cast in the'finest English Pewter £10.20 each

Both prices including VAT and UK/BFPO P&P

military figures by CHAS^ C. STADDEN ,s amongst the finest

brWARLES''stadDEn" 'n ®.h PEWTER from masters hand carved
K  highest traditions of craftsmanship. Not only can they beregarded as superb display and presentation pieces because of their remarkable detail but a«

they are cast in the FINEST GRADE OF ENGLISH PEWTER they vvill LoTave a value «hWh^
last and appreciate over the years. All figures are in 80mm scale.

f^ew Figures are marked '

1  Grenadier Guard 1735
2. Scots Guard 1828
3 Parachute Regiment 1974
4 Coldstream Guard 1815
5 Grenadier. La Guarde Impenale 1809
6 Hussar" La Guarde Imperiale 1810
7 American Continental Line rn Winter Dress
8 Grenadier of the Coldstream Guards 1776
9 Officer. Queens Regiment 1680

10. Queens Regiment. Internal Security Dress
1974

12 Private, 3rd New Jersey Regt. (Jersey Blue)

*13 Pipe Major. 2nd Btn Scots Guards 1937
*14 Sgt. 31st Regt Footguard (east Surrey) 1840
'15 Grenadier Guard 1829
'16 Chasseur, La Guarde Impertale 1809
*17 British Infantry Private 1 775
•18 Drummer 57th Regt of foot (West Middx)
19 NCQ Life Guards Mounted review order (Dismounted)

•20. Drummer Royal Marines 1 976
•21. Commando Royal Marines 1976
•22. Duke of York and Albany's Maritime Regl. of foot 1664

^T^ADE ENQUIRIES-Always welcome "U.K. DELIVERY—PLEASE ALLOW 2/3 WEEKS ENQUIRIES-Please send !

TO HAMILTON MARRIOTT I enclose my cheque/
S HALE LANE, P.O. for the following
LONDON NW7 3NX. figures:-

1  2 3456 789 10 1213 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 TOTAL COST

ADDRESS

FOR DELIVERY OUTSIDE UK/BFPO ADD 75p per FIGURE
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NEWSLETTER
Editor: Donald Featherstone

OCTOBER 1977

EDITORIAL
A recent talking point in the wargaming world 3 s'

has been the generous offer of the Nottingham W' . , B f*71'H'I jL
Wargames Club to, in the event of their winning jm '-r Ek "this year's National Wargames Club Championship, Kt J |3 ^ 'g
and Organise it in the lower half of Great Britain. it '

to break the stalemate of these Championships ,
being consistently held in the North of England -
not so much because the North happen to be better .H
wargamers but because, once a Northern Club had r m
won the title and could organise the following

immediate locale could afford to participate. In
the same way, should a Southern Club win then pre- ppfmptt rnMMANTi pn=:T isno")
sumeably a similar situation would occur for a FRENCH COMMAND POST 18122
period of years until either the organisation of j. •
the Championships were given back to the North or r ^ Figures ^ ^ ( ollee ion of
a Northern Club raked up sufficient funds to come Waterloo, Ontario, Canada)
South and win it for themselves. Veteran wargamer Ron Miles, Works Manager Miniature Figurines and
himself a past winner of the World War Two National Championship, came out last month with a strong
letter in which he attempted to inject a warlike spirit and interest into Southern Clubs. Whether or
not he succeeds is a matter of some conjecture but if it has no effect then I would venture to say
that the blame should not entirely be laid at the door of the expense involved in travelling a long
way to the Championships.

There is a little more to it than that and it revolves around those temperamental characteristics
required by the wargamer prepared to voluntarily thrust himself into the maelstrom of competitive
wargaming rather than*peacefully parading on his own patch. It is a well known fact that few war-
gamers have any agreement or tolerance with rules other than those formulated by themselves and it is
almost a point of honour that no one should think well of those rules especially formulated by
organising clubs for the Championships they are to control. There is some justification in this be
cause it seems as though, in their attempts to cover every facet and block up every rule-bending alley,
the organisers come out with voluminous sets of complicated and esoteric rules which pleaseno one and
bog the games down in a morass of argument and recrim.ination. Personally, I can think of no power on
earth that would persuade me to competitively fight in National Wargames Championships but then, I am
the most parochial of wargamers who dares to regard theshobby as a game and a relaxation rather than
a military exercise. My friend Christopher Lance Scott is about 6' 5" in height, heavily bearded and
of fierce demeanour, seemingly quite capable of looking after himself both in a physical and the
verbal manner. A few years ago he was prevailed upon to fight in the American Civil War class of the
National Wargames Championships at Leicester and, because he is a discerning, strong-minded and
intelligent wargamer, he reached the Final where he was beaten. This was no disgrace because he had
not even seen the controlling rules until the Friday night before he was due to fight on the Saturday
but, apart from the inevitable moans aroused by these rules, Chris vowed never again would he allow
himself to be talked into becoming part of the bitter, suspicious, distrustful, acrimonious rule-
manipulating confrontation that he endured at Leicester. I was very impressed with that because,
apart from perhaps Peter Gilder, Dave Millward, Stephen Reed and one or two others, I would personally
have thought Chris Scott to be the ideal type for competitive wargaming. Of course, one example does
not prove very much except to indicate that there are reasons other than financial for the more peace
ful among us in this military hobby of ours not to be talked into fighting competitively. I have said
before and no doubt I will say again, there should be no recognised sets of rules for National War-
games Championships but trained teams of umpires who, after telling the contestants move and range
distances and giving them the assurance that the manner in which the game will be conducted will be
in the true tactical spirit of the period, then proceed to personally adjudge fire-fighting and
melees by whatever method of their own they choose to use and telling the waiting combatants what has
happened to their troops. Any demurring will justify a warning, two warnings mean disqualification.
Of course, any men strong enough to take on the job of umpiring under these conditions will long since
have become M.Ps or high-ranking Trade Union officials and will not be available so perhaps the whole
idea had better be forgotteni DON FEATHERSTONE

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; 35p per copy + 9ip postage - £5.00p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £5.25p (U.S. and Canada ^13.00).
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THOUGHTS ON NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY

G. F. Hutton

CHARGES OF CAVALRY ARE EQUALLY USEFUL AT THE BEGINNING,
THE MIDDLE, AND THE END OF A BATTLE. THEY SHOULD BE MADE
ALWAYS IF POSSIBLE, ON THE FLANKS OF THE INFANTRY, ESPECIAL--
LY IF THIS LAST IS ENGAGED IN FRONT

There is a disconcerting simplicity ahout this particu
lar Napoleonic maxim. The ohvious has heen stated, hut in
such a way as to make anyone feel foolish should they choose
to refute it. It implies surprise, as if it were common
knowledge; much in the manner of a professor administering
a gentle hut sarcastic castigation. He goes further and
states exactly where the charge should he directed, and even
under what circumstances it is hest applied.

It is clear that he is drawing attention to the fact
that a well timed cavalry charge may he useful at any time ^ J J ̂
(luring a hattle; that given the "right moment" there is not
an occasion when they may not he gainfully employed. In- ^ ^ iBv
deed the affect of a successful cavalry charge whether
delivered hy a single squadron, regiment, or even the massive mounted division, cannot he over estimat
ed.

For instance who has not heard of the charge made hy the gallant Polish lancers at Somosierra, it
appeared that 9,000 Spanish troops had chacked the advance of the French at the pass, and the Emperor
annoyed at their impertinence ordered Kozietulski's duty squadron to clear the way. As we all know
the "way" was cleared and the incident hecame one of those moments made famous in military history.
However, without denigrating the Pole's undoubted courage there are a few facts ahout the occurrence
which are hardly ever mentioned. For example it is not generally known that two charges took place.
The first one resulted in a hloody repulse and utter confusion; this heing due to the Pole's lack of
experience and deployment under comhat conditions. They were eventually regrouped and reassembled in
correct order hy the redoubtable general Monthrun, and it was he who led their second charge which re
sulted in the story so often quoted. Many writers also fail to note that the pass was simultaneously
stormed hy a number of infantry hattalionSj who must have helped to distract the Spanish defenders.
Nevertheless it was a brave charge particularly as they were obliged to return over ground littered
with their own casualties and into the guns of four Spanish batteries. Such is the stuff that gives
birth to legends, and it would take a mean soul to deny the 3rd squadron the lion's share of the
honours on that cold November day in 1808.

Even the wargames table has such moments of glory. Is there a wargamer who has not suffered the
ignominy of being on the end of a successful cavalry charge; and has been compelled to watch with
horror whilst his favourite battalion was ridden down by the enemy's triumphant troopers. From its
declaration to its completion there is a remorseless certainty which heightens your opponents expecta
tions of the game whilst it lowers your own. The event can be so traumatic that even after the occur-
ence there lingers a sense of guilt, if not to say inadequacy, how did it happen, why did 1 manoeuvre
my infantry into such a vulnerable position, moreover is there anything else along my line threatened
with a similar fate? Such is the commitiBen.ti of the enthusiast to the fortunes of his metal dependents
that his judgement becomes temporarily impaired. The confidence necessary for considered aggression:! is
sapped and unsure, and as in the game of chess you begin to linger over your decisions. On the other
hand your adversary senses the uncertainty and is eager to continue in order to profit by your tempor
ary timidity; and should you be unfortunate enough to suffer the same fate immediately after the first
you are quite likely to develop a neurosis whenever enemy cavalry approach to within striking distance.

Should it happen that you are the donor rather than the recipient it is just as likely to en
courage notions of Murat type grandiosity, your movements take on a little more "elan" until such time
as your equine reverie is dispersed by enemj' infantry reasserting the dominance of fire-power- over
charge-power.

The most well known example of steady infantry repulsing an apparently overwhelming cavalry attack
may be found within the British squares on the slopes of Mont St. Jean. Whatever impetus the French
cavalry had was broken by the immovable ranks of redcoats, it was an example of a charge being delivered
at the wrong moment, at the wrong place and over the wrong terrain. Some excuse may be sought for Ney's
decision to commit the cavalry without infantry support, in that as far as he could see the ridges were
only held by a thin line of British and he might be forgiven for thinking that the rest were streaming
back to Brussels in full retreat. What was unforgivable was his continued use of the cavalry when it
became obvious they were totally ineffective.

Perhaps with infantry support the result would have been different, but history is a temptress
weighed with maybe's and butls, and who is to say where the real blame lay?

Some cynics attribute it to an attack of haemorrhoids suffered by a corpulent Corsican, situated,
you might say, somewhere in the rear of the main engagement; and is it not possible that in this case,
history allowed a swollen vein to produce exactly the same effect upon a man's judgement as does a
swollen head?

But the maxims are concerned with a time when success had not over-ruled the balance of Napoleon's
mind, when what he had to say was related to reality.



Part of that reality
was the realisation that

the mounted arm assumes

its greatest importance
when the opposing general
has made some extraordin

ary blunder in deployment
or when circumstances

have imperilled his posi
tion producing a situa
tion best exploited by
daring cavalrymen. The
sudden dash, the unex
pected charge, the
surprise caused by rapid
movement, were all a
feature of his earlier

battles. The decisive

stroke at Marengo, for
instance, was the sudden
appearance and charge of
Kellerman's cavalry, or
at Eylau it was the tre
mendous charge of 80
squadrons of 10,000 men,
led by Murat, which
averted disaster to the

French centre and gave
time for Davout to move

up much needed reserves,
and at Austerlitz the

French cavalry did much
to enhance their reputa
tion throughout Europe
by utterly destroying xhe
flower of Russian mounted

chivalry. These were the
grander moments of
cavalry's history but of
course there are others

on a smaller scale no

less famed for their

daring and consummate
horsemanship. Such in
cidents are recorded in

the Peninsular campaign,
far less known for

cavalry exploits than
other areas of the Napo
leonic conflict.

gMONT I CoePS BEgWftPOTTE I. CORPS. NAPOLEON'S ADVANCE
AND ENCIRCLEMENT
OF ULM, 1805.
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"A FINE EXAMPLE OF SCREENING OCCURED IN THE 1805
CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE AUSTRIANS'.'

Consider the plight
of Colhurne's Brigade of infantry at the battle of Alhuera; formed in line and caught in flank by a
charge of the Vistula Lancers and the 2nd Hussars. Within five awful minutes three battalions were
totally destroyed and three guns captured, only the fourth battalion had time to form square and save
itself from the dreadful carnage. It was a perfect example of cavalry charging at the right moment
over the right ground and under the right circumstances. It seems that Colhorne, in an attempt to out
flank the French 5th Corps, had inadvertently placed his own flank towards the enemy lines. A freak
rainstorm combined with rolling clouds of dense smoke -allowed the cavalry to achieve complete tactical
surprise. The British were not aware of their presence until it was too late. The breakthrough cost
the Allies 1,248 casualties, thwarted Colhorne's attack and created confusion for some time in the
allied rear.

British troopers led by Le Marchant did a similar thing at the battle of Salamanca. Here again
the conditions were right for a cavalry charge. Macune's infantry division had just been broken by
British and Spanish musketry and were beginning to run hack to their own lines. Unformed and with
their hacks to the enemy they presented an ideal target for the cavalry, who rode them down, all the
way to Brenniers support division, which also became emhroilled in the melee. It proved an invaluable
charge, confirming victory on the allied right, knocking out 25^ of the French infantry and exposing
their left to an outflanking movement. Some authorities rate it as the finest single achievement of
the allied cavalry throughout the whole of the Peninsular War; although there is a recorded incident
of Spanish cavalry doing exactly the same thing at the battle of Talavera - how's that for one in the
eye of those who scoff at Spain's regular army?

But imagine for one moment you are without cavalry when an opportunity for executing a decisive
charge presents itself, the frustration is increased as time passes and your opponent fails to rectify
the mistake in his deployment. It serves to emphasise the wisdom of the Napoleonic practice of main
taining a cavalry reserve, both as a tactical and strategic force. Reserve cavalry have much to re
commend them, fresh mounts may carry out a more prolonged and vigorous pursuit as the Prussians were
to find out after the twin disasters of Jena/Auerstadt. Years later they were to take savage revenge
with their pursuit of the French after Waterloo, only nightfall brought an end to the sustained rout.

As has been shown, moments of crisis can often he saved by the timely intervention of cavalry, and
there are occasions when their presence alone is sufficient to deter enemy infantry from rushing a



temporary weakness in your line, or to force that same infantry to form square whereby your artillery
can be brought up to penalise their temerityl

Napoleon used his cavalry in many ways, for instance it was his custom to send out large bodies
of horsemen ahead of his main body both to screen his movements and to scout enemy activity. To know
where your enemy is and what he is doing is the initial step to military success. The cavalry were
also expected to occupy tactical features such as bridges, villages, woods and hills. This allowed
the main force to deploy in comparative safety, or allowed flanking columns to continue undetected or un
molested as they took up their positions.

A fine example of screening occurred in the 1805 campaign against the Austrians when the "whole"
of the French cavalry reserve was used to screen the main army's advance prior to the encirclement of
Ulm. The Austrians were prevented from discovering the whereabouts of the French main body, and only
became aware of their peril when Bernadotte's 1st Corps began crossing the Danube at Ingolstadt (refer
to map). A single engagement at Elchingen on October 14th completed the trap and forestalled the
Kaiserlich'sattempted bolt towards the north. One week later the Austrian commander General Karl Mack
von Leiberich, was compelled to surrender the city and the 30,000 white uniformed troops within it.
Incidentally the only Austrian leader to come out of this debacle with any honour whatsoever was the
nominal C. in G. Arch-Duke Ferdinand - then only twenty-four years old but dismissed by Mack as being
"much too young and inexperienced". This inexperienced young man refused to accept the surrender and
rode away from Ulm taking with him as many men as possible. For three days and nights they rode with
out stopping, the stench from the horse's saddle sores becoming more unbearable as they put distance
between themselves and their French pursuers. Finally on reaching Bohemia Arch-Duke Ferdinand began
organising the local Landsturm units, and eventually covered the right flank of the Austro-Russian
army prior to the battle of Austerlitz. Macg was subsequently ., couEtmartialled and sentenced to
death; it was later commuted to twenty years imprisonment, but he was finally released in 1808 at the
intercession of Arch-Duke Charles, of later renown.

But we digress from the use of cavalry on and off the battlefield. Napoleon also employed them
to seek out the enemy's line of communication, or to threaten his line of retreat, an effective ruse
should it be necessary to induce him to abandon a strongly held defensive position, rather than lose
his only avenue of escape.

But, the essential elements of a successful cavalry enterprise lie in audacity and surprise, and
combined with their built-in "shock factor" they become a most telling and effective strike force.

Finally, Napoleon is quoted as saying ....

"The use of cavalry demands boldness and ability, above all it should not be handled with any
miserly desire to keep it intact I do not wish the horses to be spared if they can catch men

Take no heed of the complaints of the cavalry, for if such great objects may be obtained as
the destruction of a whole hostile army, the state can afford to lose a few hundred horses from ex
haustion."

It is tempting to wonder if he was of the same opinion after Murat's profligate use and loss of
his cavalry in the snows of Russia, and how it was to place him at such a disadvantage during the
following campaign of 1815?

I feel sure Harvey Smith might have a word for it - if not a sign.

LETTERS - Continued from Page 26

French tactical use of preliminary artillery bombardment and skirmishers were so universally success
ful, that defenders almost always were shaken, or at least disorganised. If the latter is true per
haps it is time that wargamers rules stopped worrying about the slight physical effect of skirmishing
and long-range artillery, and paid more attention to their undoubtedly much greater potential effect
on morale.

An embryonic wargames group now exists in Madrid - all Spaniards except for me, though one of
them takes the "Newsletter".

Martin Bates of Madrid, Spain.

ooOoo

"The rules discussion is bound to go on ad infinitum I suppose, I certainly agree with you that
wargames can only be simulations and that too many rules simply bog the players down and make them
want to give up the whole thing. Reading Montaigne's essay on "Experience" the other day 1 came across
a passage which seemed to fit the "rules argument" very well -

"I hardly agree, therefore, with the opinion of that man who tried to curb the authority of his
judges by a multitude of laws, thus cutting their meat up for them. He did not understand that there
is as much liberty and latitude in interpretation as in the making of them. And those men who think
they can lessen and check our disputes by referring us to the actual words .... are deluding themselves,
since our minds find just as wide a field for controverting other men's meanings as for delivering its
own. We can see how mistaken he was. For we have in France more laws than the rest of the world put
together, and more than would be necessary for all the worlds of Epicurus "As we once suffered from
crimes, so now we are suffering from laws." (Tacitus)."

"Do-it-yourself" seems one answer, and if you can get other chaps to play your rules in a friendly
way - that's best - from my point of view. Anyway there is room for the "rule merchants" and "back-of-
an-envelope" types in our hobby. It is only insecurity makes people wnt everyone to think the way they
do "

David Barnes of Basingstoke.



TALKING WARGAMING I
Roundshot - spherical solid iron halls of varying

weighTs (denoted hy the designation of the gun i.e. 6pdr;
9pdr; etc) were highly destructive against men or horses,
particularly when in the open, in mass, or ahle to he
taken in enfilade. Roundshot was effective over a consid

erable zone stretching from well before to some distance
after their first point of impact with the ground. Able
to be seen in flight or bouncing over the grounds in great
leaps, they were highly daunting to men in close-order who
could not take evasive action.

Canister, or case-shot consisted of a tin container
the s'ame size as the bore of the gun.

ooOoo

Further Extracts from D'Ordel's Manual "Tactics and

Military Training (London 1902)

Part one of the manual concerns tactics - extracts from it are given herewith.

Page 15 sub-para two "generally speaking" (as the Drill Book of 1896 so aptly says on page 112)
"an engagement between two hostile forces, be they large or small, begins either by one side in motion
attacking the other while stationary or by the collision of both sides when in movement."

The exceptional case of troops meeting when both hostile forces are stationary is, I regret to
say, omitted in the Drill Book, and will be found more fully dealt with on page 30.

("Two armies meeting when both are stationary" this is the exceptional case not dealt with in
the Drill Book. The best position for the troops to adopt at the moment of meeting will be that in
which, they happen to be. Page 30).

Sub-para three the point or spot in the enemy's line or position at which it is easiest to in
flict the most serious injury is often, if not usually, its weakest point or spot.

-ooOoo

RULES OF THE MONTH:

Targets ranged: it is only necessary to range a target or area once from any one gun position,
as weapons once ranged can switch targets accurately. But should a gun be moved, then ranging rounds
must be fired again. Similarly, a switch right or left, and an increase or decrease in range can be
made without a ranging round.

ooOoo

In World War Two, the Royal Air Force developed, from the bomb-bays of Halifax bombers, a heavy
drop technique for jeeps, guns and similar loads; 86 jeeps were successfully delivered to SAS patrols
operating deep in German occupied Europe.

ooGoo

MILITARY QUIZ:

1. When and under what circumstances was the British soldier called "Tommy Atkins"?

2. What is a T.E.W.T?

3. In I8O3, two significant introductions were made in artillery missiles - what were they?

h. When were Hussars introduced into the British Army?

5. Dates of Battles of - a) Pharsalus: b) Shiloh: c) Tippermuir and d) Roundway Down?

ooOoo

LETTERS - Continued from Page

"Reading through the August issue while ill in bed today I realised how much I was in agreement
with you and the rest of the "anti-silliness" faction within the wargaming community. We must stan(l
firm! I, for one, have never accepted that there need be any inherent incompatibility between a
game that is accurate and one that is enjoyable. The "Old Guard" of wargamers will have to stand
firm - I trust Wargamer's Newsletter will long continue to serve as a rallying point. We are fortunate
to have someone more articulate than General Cambronne "in command"."

Andy Callan of Lancaster.
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BATTLE OF ST HILLARY 1808

D. Barnes

Scale: 25mm figures on 6 x A foot board.

Season: Summer. Wind: S.S.E.

Prussian troops under Hertzog von Barentz (David Duines) wore moving cautiously in an easterly
direction over some low Iritis commanding a long valley ruining approximately north to south (see map).
Along the valley ran a small road which meandered through the hamlet of St Hillary. Scouts brought
in intelligence that unknown numbers of French troops wei-e among the hills across the valley. Von
Barentz immediately wrote orders and gallopers scattered fi-om his position to send the troops into
agressive order.

The Hertzog was a mode.Ta to ly i-ated commandei' who had with hliii three cavalry regiments, the
Swartz Huzzaren; the Gel be Dragoons and 2nd Kurraslene llegt; two grenadier regiments - Glebe and
Blarr, two 'light infantry' regiments Gran Jager and Verden Strutze regiraenter; a horse gun bfittory
of 6 6pdrs, a Howitzer battery of 8 b" howitzers and sl.v lino regiments:- The Wurst Regt; Tln^ Bi'igum
Regt; Erbprinz Fusileers; Foikarde Regt; Hindenberg tlets and lUanschulien Regt. With li i s Brigade
Major Von Slamm on the loft and his cavalry commaiulei' V.Turzu on his riglit Von Barentz felt I'oasonably
secure.

Across the valley tlie French commandei' (lan Mavnai-d) was also busy deploying his force which was
very similar to that of the Hertzog except a decided weight advantage in gunnery - as usual 101 French
Napoleonic troops - (^specially tlie four pound hoise poppers In resplendent uniroriiis.

Sent away a liorse batterj- with a screen of Hussars with a Young Guard Infautrv R(.' .gi fol low liu,
down hill across the valley to the left of his posit ion. Almosl In the centre of his position hi~
cannon cnuirabered and i)i'oceeaea to demolisli about sixty yards of farmyard wal l acros.s tue rotici 1 rom
an advancing coiumn consisting of three regiments.

Iti the shadow of the farm buildings stood the Vorden Shti i/c in areen and vellow wai i i .it. fh> 1 In-



Verdeners left the Wurst Hegt plunged Into a head high cornfield knowing that ahead some Frenchmen
were coming the other way. They were, a Regt of Dragons-a-Pied, rather hampered hy their long hoots
and short carbines. ^ e

On the left the French Hussars had just walked into the 2nd Kurrasiene Regt coming down hill at
i  ensuing melee the Hussars got badly cut up and routed. The officer commandingthe horse guns with French initiative to the fore ordered his battery away to the centre. The Young

^uard Regt went into square and discomfitted the Kurrasienes with a couple of volleys. Down from the
crest of the French position came French Cuirassiers. Their Prussian counterparts felt that the
position was becoming unhealthy so they went back up hill to their original position. Beside that
position Der Blan Schuhen went into square at the sight of the heavy French horsemen and that of their
own disordered cavalry. On their left the Prussian howitzer battery began to peg away at the French
cannon, inclined to their left engaged in knocking down the farmyard wall. The French lost two
cannon despite swivelling to set up counter-battery fire. The French gunners became decidedly un
steady as the 6" howitzer missiles whacked down amongst them.

In the cornfield the Wurst Reg ran smack into the Dragons-a-Pied and shoved them back to the

w  there however, the Dragoons supported by their grenadier company, that had just come upthe Wurst began to get the worst (ouch) of it and backed into the corn, their powder-blackened faces
wreathed in snarls beneath their leather hats. The Hindenberg Dels began to move up to support the
WulTS"t •

•+V. point the Prussian commander, seeing the danger from the large French column coming upWith the pas de charge sounding and the officers calling out the jingle "L*empreur recompenscera lui
gui s avancera!", sent his horse guns across the slope to bring their fire to bear on the column. The
French burst through a hedge, went across the road up onto the rubble of the wall. At this point the
yerden Schutze fired two volleys and the Prussian horse cannon fire also hit the head of the column.
It was too much for the first regiment of Frenchmen who recoiled into the next behind.

All this time in the centre of the position very little had happened. The Erbprinz Fusileers
exchanged shots with a cloud of voltigeurs. The Gran Jager stood in a small copse ready to bring
their rifled muskets to play as soon as it was worth while. Their officers had no intention of giving
away their position before they could make sure of doing a lot of damage.

The Swartz Huzzaren got into column to feel out the centre. They went through a gap and straight
down a road with an open wood on their right. The French horse gunners saw their opportunity and
swinging uphill, slightly below their own cannon they unlimbered and fired on the Prussian Hussars.
The Swartz halted and were led into the wood, their advance effectively stopped.

Back on the far right the Prussian Kurassieres were in trouble. The Cuirassiers were coming on
and hastened by their presence the Young Guard formed into column and came on also. Turzu called on
his bugler to sound the charge — it was the only thing to do. Not properly formed the brave
Prussians went down the hill into the French heavies. Their impetus gone they were cut up and routed
away,their French opposites labouring uphill after them. The Young Guard Regiment had gone into the
Blansdwhen, still in square, even tho' theBIans chuhen had given them a volley at 100 and another at
50 yards. Only one face of the square could fire and it was not enough!

Just as the "see-saw" swung the French way time ran out! The battle began at 2.15 pm and had to
stop just before 6 pm.

David Barnes thought the French had a good chance of rolling—up the opposition, but we shall
never know - the manuscript is torn. If you like, the record lost.

Ian Maynard fielded a beautifully painted force entirely of Minifigs with Hinchliffe guns. Von
Barentz also had Hinchliffe guns but the figures were a mixture of Spencer Smith (Standard and
Connoisseur), Minifigs, Garrison and Tradition - the whole Prussian force actually being Seven Years
War figures "up-rated" for the conflict.

The rules were from Bruce Quarrie's "Napoleonic Wargaming" Airfix Magazine Guide ^ - and very
lifelike they proved. lan's group of wargamers had made some modifications but he said they had
used them for three years and were very satisfied. I found them very logical and the troop reactions
very natural.

FANTASY VARGAMING COMMENTS

G. D. Evans

I hope that no one will regard this as a defence of Fantasy, it is not intended as such. Fantasy
wargaming will live or die regardless of anything 1 say. It is intended as an explanation of the
situation as regards many Fantasy wargames.

In July's Newsletter Bill Thurbon wrote an article entitled "Fantasy May Be Fun - But Is It War
gaming?" Not wishing to insult Bill, but that article was to me the biggest set of misconceptions
ever written about Fantasy wargaming, and whilst people believe that. Fantasy wargaming will never
gain respectability. Firstly the operative word in the phrase "fantasy wargaming" is wargaming and
not fantasy.

Fantasy wargamers can never hope to recreate incidents such as Frodo's journey, or Elric killing
Xconiborg. Let me now go off on what may seem a totally unassociated path. My Grandfather served in
W.W.I and was involved in the first days attack on the Somme. He had a friend called Wilf Edwards
(now unfortunately defceased). My Grandfather's friend gained the V.C. that day for knocking out a
German machinegun post on his own. He was no superman, just an average soldier. Let any modern war-
gEtmer try to recreate that event, and Wilf Edwards would die practically every time. Try to recreate
any incident in which a man won the V.C. whilst on his own, and 1 am sure the odds stacked against him
will seem insurmouhtfeble. CONTINUED ON PAGE 17



BOOK

REVIEWS
ANATOMY OF GLORY. The sthry of how Arms and Armour

Press undertake the new printing of this famous work (the
most keenly sought and highly regarded work on the Napo- 5
leonic Wars) is something of an adventure. The hook was f
originally published in London by Lund Humphries, on behalf /J
of Brown University Press of Rhode Island, and sponsored by
the University Press. Since the book has long been out of
print, the rights have long since reverted, and negotiations
were undertaken directly with Brown University Press by
letter and telephone. However, crucial to undertaking the \
book was the availability of the original colour printing I
plates. These had been made by Beissner and Co of Vienna
and printed by Percy Lund, Humphries in Bradford. In 1962,
they had been sent to Denmark. The Danish printer confirmed
that he still had the blocks and, indeed, had never used
thorn. On this assurance. Arms and Armour Press proceeded
with the announcement of their edition, to an immediate
and enthusiastic response (one letter has Just reached them
from a California shop seeking to place an order). In May,
the blocks were shipped across the North Sea from Denmark
to the Norfolk printing plant of Cox and Wyman. Then the technical problems started.

The Danish printer was correct in advising that he had never used them: he had never even un
wrapped them from tlieir 15-year-old storage paper. Cox and Wyman started to try and do so, but soon
found that the original piotective grease had congealed with the wrappings, then dried over the years
into a hard lacquered shell. To break down the shell and to clean the surface of the original copper
printing plate. Cox and Wvman devised a miniature steam-bath. Each of the four plates that make up
a single colour illustration had to be treated in the steam-bath, and then undergo restorative treat
ment." The end result is that the time we had originally estimated for production proves insufficient.
Rather than rush the job, or publish right at the end of November, the publishers are now giving the
printer all the time he needs, and holding the book over until February or March next year.

The public who have keenly awaited the book for all these years will, it is sure, be happy to
wait a little longer and (who knows?) not bringing it out in the middle of the Christmas rush may help
with the book trade. (Anyway, that's turning adversity into virtue). At a recent Sales Conierence
the reps felt that the way to subscribe to general shops was not as a reprint but as a wholly new-
book: the originally limited publication would not have had any general bookshop sale sixteen years

THE ARMY OF MARIA THERESA - The Armed Forces of Imperial Austria 17k0-1780 by Christopher Duffy.
(10" x 7"; 256 pages; numerous plates, line drawings and maps. David and Charles - e6.50p).

Those who know Dr. Duffy through his previous excellent books (including THE ARMY OF FREDERICK
THE GREAT in this same series) will by now be well aware of his highly readable style, immense grasp
of detail and impeccable research. This book is well up to his usual standards, describing with
obvious pride and affection every aspect of the men and equipment of the armies that fought so many
battles in the mld-18th century, conflicts which are described most clearly in the book itself.
Particularly noteworthy is the highly detailed appendix of 2A pages describing in detail the regiments,
their uniforms, facings and record - an absolute boon for the wargamer. Indeed, this and its companion
volume on The Army of Frederick The Great are all that is required for the wargamer to accurately re
construct the battles in what must be perhaps the best and most suitable period of military history for
table-top simulation. Those of us who have become personally acquainted with Dr. Duffy through being
Members of the British Commission of Military Historians recognise the characteristic warmth and
knowledge which have gone into this fine book.

ARMOURED FIGHTING VEHICLES OF THE WORLD by Christopher F. Foss. (Sf" x 5f"; 192 pages; at least
one or two photographs per page and 8 page colour section. Ian Allan - £3.95p)«

This up—dated version of a book published in 1975 has ' almost all fresh photographs, illus
trating the significant advances in armoured vehicles brought about byRie-newgeneration of Main Battle
Tanks (MBTs). It contains data, development history, variants and a list of user countries of all
tanks, reconnaissance vehicles, armoured personnel carriers (and MICVs), self-propelled guns includ
ing anti-aircraft missile systems likely to be found in the immediate battlefield area, and armoured
load earriers at present in service or under development. It is highly informative in every detail
of armament, protection, crews, performance, etc., etc., and forms a complete pocket record of the
vehicles of NATO and the Warsaw Pact countries. No wargamer attempting to assimilate todays style
of conflict can afford to be without it.

AMERICAN TANKS OF WORLD WAR 2 - Airfix Magazine Guide 26 by Terry Gander and Peter Chamberlain.
(216 X 138mm; 64 pages; 75 photographs and 7 drawings. Patrick Stephens - £1.60p).

By two authors whose names are household words in this sphere, this latest volume in the series
of German, Russian ahd British tanks, concentrates on the vast arsenal of the United States during
the last war. It describes American tank design before and during the war, with data, tables,
photos and four-view 1:76 scale plans of all American designed and built tanks of the period, from
the little Stuart and Chaffee to the famous Sherman and the mighty Pershing. Also included are de
tails of the various special-purpose vehicles on tank chassis, such as recovery and mine-sweeping
versions,
csimouf lage

ons self-propelled guns and troop carriers. Additional chapters cover American tank armament,
flage and markings to make this an ideal introduction and ready reference source for all war-



gamers, modellers and those interested In armoured fighting vehicles.

JAGER AND SCHUTZEN: Dress and Distinctions 1910-191^ Ijy H.Kinna and D.A.Moss,
pages; 8 pages in colour and numerous line drawings. Argus Books - £2.95p)-

(8" X 6"; A5; 58

This is claimed to he the first hook on the uniforms and equipment of the crack Jager and
Schutzen light.infantry troops of the Kaiser's Imperial Army, however I seem to recall a similar hook
some 5 to 7 years ago hut cannot find it around my library (those who have seen the set-up in'recent
days will understand why). The text details the many uniform variations and has eight colour plates
which will he of use to wargamers in this period. The hook is divided into sections - NCOs and Men;
Officers; The Field Service Dress with appendices on Orders of Dress, Medals and Decorations and
details of regiments. Full of information on what is perhaps a slightly esoteric subject and, with
card covers, might he considered a little expensive.

Last month in the "MUST LIST" I mentioned the booklet "A Brief History of Nostalgia Models" by
Shamus O.D.Wade, and now a copy has arrived for review. It is a very pleasant work of love by a great
and knowledgeable enthusiast, dealing with 5^mm model soldiers made in the style of old toy soldiers.
They are not copies of actual old toy soldiers and represent different regiments of the old British
Commonwealth and Empire and it is hoped eventually to produce at least one unit from each country.
They are painted in traditional gloss paint and have movable arms. This booklet details each of these
units from the Hong Kong Submarine Engineers during Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee Procession 1897
up to the Sierra Leone Royal Artillery on the same occasion. Each of the very unusual and little kno'wn
units - is'discussed and a brief history given. A very pleasing little volume for the collector and
lover of the old British Empire. I am not sure of the exact price but I think it is about £1.00p and
is obtainable from Shamus 0. D. Wade, 37 Davis Road, Acton, London W.3.

The Presidio Press, lllA Irwin Street, San Farael, Ca. 9^901, U.S.A. issue a regular Newsletter
PRESIDIO PREVIEWS in which they introduce one to authors, review the critics, talk about their own
activities, comment on what is happening in publishing and share an occasional anecdote. They publish
some interesting Rooks at pre-publication and discount prices. The majority of them are American in
their background and probably unobtainable in this country. The latest catalogue includes "Military
Uniforms in America, 1796-1851"; "Hank and File, Civil War Essays in Honor^of Bell Irvin Wiley"; "Civil
War Sketchbook of Charles Ellery Stedman"; "New Dimensions in Military History"; "Military Uniforms in
America 1755-1795"; "Broadsides and Bayonets" etc. Write to them for details.

I defer to none in my sympathies for the Rhodesian cause and find the publications of the Africana
Book Society, P.O.Box 1071, Johannesburg, South Africa 2000, to always contain some fascinating re
prints on British African Colonial history. Particularly topical is their recent publication of
"AFRICAN NATIONALIST LEADERS IN RHODESIA WHO'S WHO" by Robert Cary and Diana Mitchell. The names of
Nkomo, Muzorewa and Mugabe, Sithole and others appear daily in our papers yet the public knows little
about them and the African Nationalist movement. Yet all these are men who must play roles of increas
ing importance in the future of Rhodesia and indeed Africa. In a major effort, 'to fill the gap the
authors have produced over sixty biographical studies of the leading nationalist politicians. The
book is said to be factual and unbiased and does not promote one group or the other. Nevertheless, by
its close study of the lives of the various individuals it brings into the open all the power struggles
and arguments on strategy which have been a feature of the nationalist movement for nearly twenty years.
It retails at R12.15 (hard back edition 310 pages; 60 pictures).

FANTASY WARGAMING COMMENTS Continued from Page 15

By saying that, 1 hope people with views like Bill will see that no fantasy wargames involve run
ning around in circles trying to drop a ring down a hole in the ground, no more than people wargaming
in other periods attempt to always show how Horatius kept the bridge, etc., etc.

Another popular misconception is that Dungeons and Dragons is fantasy wargaming. It may use war-
game figures, but so what? I use dice taken from a Monopoly set when a wargame requires them, but
that does not mean the wargame is turned into Monopoly. Would you stop call Board wargames "board war-
games" because Avalon Hill produces games such as "Outdoor Survivor" and "Business Strategy"? D & D
Is fantasy, not fantasy wargaming.

Yet another myth (myths about myths? confusing is it not?) is that magic plays an integral, if
■"ot central role. RTjbbish. Show me one point in "Lord of the Rings" in which, during a battle,
Gandalf telepoirts, turns a legion of Ores into beetles, or makes a unit invisible, and you definitely
have a different copy of the book to me. Gandalf's biggest advantage was the terrific morale boost he
gave to units; and anyway, there were not very many wizards about - and by the way few dragons as well.
Smaug was the last dragon in the west, and he met a violent death in The Hobbitq',.so there are not many
dragons in fantasy wargaming either.

Fantasy wargaming can be seen to be very close to Ancient wargaming. Wargamers who fight
Napoleonic and 18th century wargames with rules that do not utilise "rational characteristic" charts
occasionally paint up units in the colours of a fictitious country, and endow them with names such as
"The Fifth Pla|iian Grenadiers", Brigadier P. Young in his book "Chargel" does this. So, if you want,
regard Gondonians as Normans with different shields, or Romans in bhainmail. ' The bigge.st difference
between Fantasy wargaming and Ancient wargaming is in the capabilities of units: ever tried to chase
Elves through woods with Ores? And everyone knows it is not a good idea to,attack Ores at night.

So, to conclude - Fantasy wargaming can be regarded as Ancient wargaming and with units having
special characteristics over and above those normally attributed to heavy infantry or cavalry. And
these characteristics do not include turning the enemy into toads - that could be very boring.

I hope this article has not offended anyone, and has been of general use. I hope also, that Bill
Thurbon won't mind me using his article as I did, as I too, do not like games in which eagles have
roundels on their wings and in which a hero is of more use than a thousand men, despite what Wellington
said about Napoleon.



WEIGHING IN WITH SCALES

George Erik

Both on the shop sales and studio sides
of our involvement with Miniature Warfare one
inevitahle point of discussion, always
topical and often heated, is that of relative
scales of wargames figures. Particularly the
alleged discrepancies Between the classified
scales of eommercial manufacturers whieh
appear to he the suhjeet of eonstant eriticism
from enthusiasts of all classes and age groups.
Whilst controversy and debate are a welcome
stimulus to the hobby, it does seem that the
critieism tends to get out of perspeetive and
is often unfair to those who constantly strive
to anticipate and meet the demands of the militaria market. In general
their aim is to give you — the eustomer — what you want, and if enough
of you TOLD them you would probably get it!

Having said that, I think it is worthwhile taking an objective look
at the subject of militaria scales. Whilst personally not a wargamer, I
am keenly interested in the subject, and as a designer/modelmaker of many
years standing I have a vested interest in it from both the mass-
production and individual commissions point of view. Thus I am person
ally dedieated to and always try to achieve TRUE SCALE ACCURACY within
the technical limitations involved. This is the basic challenge and in
spiration of any figure or accessory modelling job undertaken..

The wargames figure market is largely governed by scale size in
relation to available spaee, and quantity in relation to price. The
smaller the scale the less space required, and more figures for your
money. But there is also the aesthetic factor in that the smaller the
figures the more difficult they are to paint to a credible standard, by
impatient wargamers anxious to see their colourful armies in action.
This could be the main factor in the overwhelming popularity to date of
the 25mm scale. The scale that engenders most controversy!

At the shop we handle a wide range of 25mm figures from leading
manufacturers and hear eonstant criticisms, A's 25mm are often nearer
30mm, and that B's 25mm are badly proportioned, too fat or too thin -
heads too large — legs too short, and so on. But what IS true 25mm
scale? It is broadly aecepted as representing the six feet tall male
figure as a basic standard. We know that most males are not six f^^t
tall, and there are variations on the 25mm theme, but from the artistic
and practical viewpoint the 'six feet' equation is ideal - IVHEN accepted
as being an upright standinjs; figure from the soles of the feet to the
top of the bared head, excluding base and headgear, with correctly pro
portioned anatomy.

But, then the queries arise. Men never have been all the same size,
although often grouped in military formations in relation to size and
functions. Therefore should we expeet uniformity of size and proportion
between say Guards and Light Infantry? Heavy and Light Cavalry, etc?
Working to 25mm scale do we reduce it proportionately in relation to
stature and build? Hasty critics should bear in mind that any deviation
from the 'attention' or parade posture nearly always reduces the height
of the figure, just as it is inereased to varying degree by the form of
headgear worn. Remember that anatomical proportions and attitudes;
thick or thin, bent knees, rounded shoulders, leaning body, etc., can all
create miniature 'optical illusions' relevant to size — as can weight and
length of hand weapons borne or employed. And these factors apply to all
scales.



The time, patience, and skills involved in painting figures indi
cates the wargamers penchant for colourful, ordered, and disciplined
array reminiscent of the traditional set-piece battles and uniformed
panoply designed to overawe the enemy. Recalling the serried ranks of
colourful 'lead soldiers', lacking in detail but impressive in display,
that collectively provided a brilliant yet somewhat static spectacle.
Today their efforts are greatly enhanced by the availability of the
numerous variations in posture that create illusions of size and move
ment, and add 'life' to the battle scene. On the diorama front varia
tions of posture, and the use of reduced or larger scale figures and
accessories in juxtaposition to the subject and main ensemble, can re
sult in a considerable accentuation of the illusion of depth and pers
pective within a restricted area.

These considerations apply to any scale and I believe that many
critics of alleged 'variations' might well find it rewarding to examine
the possibilities of turning them to advantage. The painstaking manner
in which our customers select their figures indicates their preoccupa
tion with realism, authenticity and an eye to painting potential. At
this point there appears to be a parting of the ways between those whose
main interest lies in the visual enactment of the battle scene, and those
who are more involved in the mechanics and complicated rules of table—top
warfare - and will settle for say 8 to 15inm figures, lacking in detail
and more simply painted for largely identification purposes. The latter
being closely related to space and price factors suggests that a reason
able measure of wargaming satisfaction can be achieved through the more
economical use of pegs, counters, or other symbols as with board games.

In my view, the wargaming urge is based on natural instinct, logical
application, and the exercise of imagination inspired by tradition. Pro
viding that the interest - time - space - money factors are complementary,
it seems to me that the 20-25-30mm ranges are the ideal media for the war-
games enthusiast. Below 20mm there must always be certain elements lack
ing to deny the dedicated wargamer a true sense of achievement. Person
ally, although I undertake diorama and accessory work to as low as 8mm
scale, 1 will not normally undertake figure work below 20mm. There is
too much frustration in being so limited on the degree of authenticity
and detail one can put into such minimal scales. Much more in laborious
ly achieving detail which can only be appreciated through a magnifier!

As in other spheres of merchandising, the hobby would benefit by
closer standardisation of scales, but competition being what it is agree
ment and co-operation are difficult to achieve. On the other hand,
manufacturers are always seeking to enlarge their share of the market by
competing for your patronage and are open to ideas or proposals that are
commercially viable. Meanwhile, they produce what they THINK you want,
or that which they feel will stimulate interest and tempt you to buy.
Basically, they exist to meet your requirements and should be given full
opportunity to do so. So if you and your friends and fellow club members
are concerned about discrepancies in scale or any other relevant subject,
get together and write to them. If you are pleased with the goods and
services they supply tell your friends - if you are critical and dis
satisfied, tell THEM! It is not a bad principle and it could benefit
the hobby considerably. Meanwhile, you might like to 'weigh in' with
your views on the subject?

NOTE: The attached photo - actual size - shows the "iiifster" model,^ UN-^
PAINTED, of a French Fusilier circa 1814, made for a client in the U.S.A.
in 30mm scale. First of a series for a private collection made by George
Erik.



MORE ABOUT BOARD WARGAMING

Gareth M. Davies

I should like once more to leap into the breach on behalf of board wargames, in order to take up
some of the points raised in recent Newsletters and also to express some of my own views on the
subject. It seems to me that one of the main objections presently being voiced about board gaming is
that such games are too narrow, that they force a player's interest along one channel instead of
anowing it to spread out into research and experimentation. While this may well be true of earlier,
simpler games, I feel that the latest generation of board games can offer sufficient diversity, even
within a single game, to keep players happy for a good while. Even the simpler games contain several
different "scenarios," often including historical speculation of "what-if" situations. In passing,
this might be the time to remark that this ability to speculate is one of the most valuable points
about the board game; what table gamer would be willing to spend several months researching and paint
ing in order to settle such a question as "suppose Hitler had gone for Moscow instead of turning
south?" and then start all over again on the supposition that he went for Leningrad, and then ....
Will!, with a board game, these questions can be examined, if not settled; in an evening apiece.

Another persistent argument is that of realism. I personally feel that accusing board games of
lacking realism is simply an attempt to cloud the issue by dragging us back over the old ground of
"how can a mere game attempt to reproduce the conditions of warfare?" Board games, like table games,
can be as simple or as complex as you like, and if some are less complex than table games, others are
undoubtedly more so - and, as 1 have said before, what a board game loses in detail it makes up for
in giving the real flavour of the problems of whatever era it happens to be dealing with.

My last point is one that has come up several times recently. Anyone interested in large-scale
si-ategy will have to go to board games, simply because there is a limit to how small a figure can
T'oorae before you need tweezers to move it about! Take Avalon Hill's game THIRD REICH, for example,
v.uich offers the chance of refighting the entire Second World War over a weekend, with opportunities
1  ir alternative strategies (e.g. a German drive through Spain) and every variety of diplomatic double-
•  loss-diplomatV, incidentally, being also very difficult to reproduce at table-top level. Surely not
ven the most dedicated miniaturist could compete with this sort of scope.

I hope this article has not reopened too many old wounds; it was intended simply as an attempt
to cJear up some points which have particularly struck me. I hope at some later date to consider the
problems inherent in designing a board game, preferably when the firing has died down a bit ....

ORIGINS '77

Origins has, over the past few years, emerged as America's leading wargame convention. It is
primarily a boardgame affair, having been established by Avalon Hill, but virtually anything goes.
Miniatures, Fantasy and Science Fiction are now all covered as extensively as the boardgames them-
sei ves.

The 1977 convention was, for the first time, held in New York City and was hosted by SPl. It
overran Wagner College, Staten Island, for three days (July 22-24) to the great dismay of local resi
dents who were suddenly besieged with coachloads of peculiar characters discussing such unintelligible
gibberish as "Confederate strategy (or lack of it) at Bull Run" and "The psychological effects of
Napoleonic uniform colorations". However, for the visitors themselves, the weekend was packed with
tournaments, seminars, lectures and demonstrations, and for those few odd moments when nothing of
particular interest was on, the dealer's room housed virtually all the major American manufacturers
and publishers.

Events began on Friday afternoon when, after registration, players were tempted with numerous
tournaments including: "Miniature Battles in the Age of Conan", "Blue and Grey Tournament", "Dungeons
and Dragons - Trip 1", "Fighter Combat", "Football Strategy", "Naval Miniatures" and "Russian Civil
War". On Friday evening, seminars on: "Introduction to Painting Figures", "Publishing Historical
Games" and "Dungeons and Dragons" were given by well-known personalities. On Saturday, no less than
19 different tournaments and 9 seminars were open to visitors, covering games of.all different types
and periods. Similarly, Sunday was packed with events. But in spite of the crowded timetable, the
dealer's room never seemed to be less than f full.

As Origins provides the largest yearly congregation of wargamers in the U.S., companies aim to
produce new lines especially for the convention, and the number of new items on show was truly stagger
ing. Perhaps the most obvious new product area was that of Fantasy and Science Fiction, which seemed
to have proved beyond any doubt that it is here to stay. Several small companies publish exclusively
SF/F products, while most of the well—established companies have included them in their ranges. Al
though the Americans consider themselves to be the authorities in both boardgames and SF/F games, they
have no hesitation in admitting that they are years behind the British in conventional period .wargames.-
In particular, Wargames Research Group rules are considered to be the finest in the world.

From our point of view, as organisers of "Games Day" (which, incidentally, will be held again at
Seymour Hall, London, on December 17), we learned much from Origins. Hopefully, some of what we
learned will eventually be incorporated into a similar event over here! However, if you are planning
a trip to the States next summer. Origins is well worth a visit. The place and date for next year's
convention is yet to be set, as it moves around the country in order to give as many gamers as possible
a chance to attend - America is a very large country!

Steve Jackson, Games Workshop.
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overdue. The kit comprises the AOmm Bofors guns, with elevating and traversing gun Barrel and option
al position stahllizers, armour shield and hreech cover. The kit includes the Morris 30-cwt truck
as its towing tractor with excellent chassis detail with ammunition storage area at the rear of the
truck housing the ammunition Bins. The truck is canopied and a driver figure is supplied. There are
also three figures to man the gun plus a look-out man. Transfers are given for two vehicles, one of
the 6th A.A. Division responsiBle in U.K. for the defence of Essex, North Kent and the Thames Estuary
during the Battle of Britain, and one of the 7th Armoured Division in the Western Desert 19A0.

Also issued this month By AIRFIX is the 1:1200 scale plastic kit of HMS Suffolk, an addition to
the Airfix Waterline series. Fitting in neatly with the other suBjects in the range (which inclue
the Bismarck and Ark Royal) this allows the Naval wargamer to carry^lA scaled re-enactment of the famous
World War Two naval encounter which resulted in the sinking of the German pocket Battleship. This sea
is ideal for Naval wargaming and the kit will Be welcome. Costing 36pj^ the kit has parts and the
finished model, with much surface detail, measures 6 inches long and 4 inch across the
hensive assembly instructions are given and a full colour illustration on the Blister pack assists
modeller in painting.

Nothing is more pleasant than to receive something that you really desire - without paying for itt
Last month I looked with great interest at the HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED advert for their new 5^mm
Sudan range and decided that some of them would look very nice painted up on my mantlepiece - or used
as comBatants in Individual Skirmishes. Personally, 1 find the Egyptian campaigns of the 1880s to Be
about the most fascinating of all Victorian Colonial campaigns, representing the very epitome of he
British Army's activities during those halcyon days of Victorian military grandeur. Each kit, composed
of about four or five parts which look quite simple to assemble, costs £lo81p and the full range con
sists of - British Line infantry officer; British Line infantrymen (a) dragging forward ammunition l^ox,
(B) withdrawing Bayonet, (c) parrying with rifle across Body and (e) lying wounded. Then there are fi e
Dervish tribesmen (l) attacking with spear and shield, (2) attacking with sword and shield, (3) falling
wounded, (^) standing with sword and shield and (5) laying wounded with standard My ceep interest has
already Been mentioned and for that reason 1 think that 1 possibly have a certain inner feeling for
these fellows - Both British and tribesmen - looked. 1 am delighted to report that the designer as
truly caught the authentic facial appearance of Both British and Natives - in the case of the former,
the Victorian infantrymen had a certain style about his facial characteristics which make him loo
quite different from the British soldier of World War Two or today and this has Been truly caught. The
Libesmen have all their ethnic characteristics faithfully displayed and are a most impressive ^nnch.
Of course, they are primarily made for display and mini-dioramas which is why three of the ten fibres
are wounded and one of the British infantrymen is dragging an ammunition Box rather than in an actual
combat - it should not Be Beyond the reach.of the average model-maker to adapt or convert figures so
that they are suitable for Individual Skirmish purposes - or he can Buy two or three of the action
figures instead of the wounded men.

Almost equally impressive and certainly parallel in value to the Individual Skirmish wargamer are
the new 5^mm ARMOURY RANGE of weaponry designed By Robert Fort and available By direct mail only from
FOREMOST (at Hinchliffe's address). Correct in all details, these weapons offer an
equals in standard the Best model figures available. There is a fine range of weapons many with n^es
very well-known to devotees of Mike Blake and Ian Colwill's Skirmish Wargames publications. Selling
at 15p are - Winchester rifle; Winchester carbine; Henry repeating rifle; Springfield trap door carbine.
Sharps Buffalo gun; Sharps carbine; Remington rolling Block; Spencer repeating carbine; Regular double
Barrelled shotgun; Sawn off double Barrelled shotgun; Pump action shotgun: Colt '
Kentucky long rifle; Hawken rifle; Springfield rifle (civil War period), and a Shoulder Bandoli
of 13 pouches. Then, at lOp each is a fine range of hand weapons and accessories - Colt -^5 Cavalry
model- Colt .45 Cavalry model with hand; Colt Navy; Colt Navy with hand; Colt Army; Colt Army^with,  x- 'tx xT„,, Tur„.4„i A™,r CpHxH 1 WnT" pprindX Remineton New Model Army with hand; Remington (Post

Bowie Knife (12") in scabbard; Throwing Kniie ^AiKaiisab
There you are - I told you the names were familiar and open up exciting new vistas for re-arming
verted and generally improved cheap plastic 54mm figures.

Last But not least HINCHLIFFE MODELS have produced a very interesting collection of 25mm Napoleonic
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Highland Colonel; French Old Guard Colonel and Russian Line Colonel. Finally there is also an English
Civil War Colonel who presumably can be painted up to suit both sides.

One of the pleasing things about model soldier manufacturers today is that, having provided for
the usual figures, they are now catering for us with those special types that we used to have to
laboriously adapt to bring our regiments up to realistic strength and appearance. HINCHLIFFE have now
provided some interesting Russian Napoleonic figures in this scale, the range is - Infantry drummer,
in greatcoat; Infantry standard bearer, in greatcoat; Line Jager officer; Line Jager bugler; Cuirassier
standard bearer; Uhlan trumpeter and standard bearer; Dragoon standard bearer; Cossacks charging,
trumpeter, charging; standard bearer and officer, charging.

At the time of writing, I have not had an official details of the latest offerings from MINIATURE
FIGURINES but I know that they are beavering away in their usual relentless manner and, in the not too
distant future, will burst upon the wargames world with a galaxy of new figures. Peter Manning, who
designed their 15mm range, is turning his hand to 25mm figures and during the course of our wargames
evenings (he has become one of the group who fight regularly in Southampton on Thursday evenings, taking
the place of Peter Featherstone age I6 who has just discovered girls and other diversions from wargam-
ing). Anyway, Peter lets slip occasionally details of what he is working on and recently we have heard
about some Sudanese, Gurkhas and a Gatling gun - all in 25mm scale. If any more details are received
before we go to Press I will include them later in this feature.

From MILITARY WORLD of 303 Cauldwell Hall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IPA 5AJ, I have received their
catalogue Vol.5 No.7 Summer 1977 edition. Contrary to the majority of the commercial world, this
organisation claim that ".... in this issue there are numerous price reductions. We feel that the
right policy now is to cut prices, not increase them. While this means profit margins are cut to the
bone, it also means a compensating increase in turnover. Only time will tell if our policy is the
right one." Such generosity deserves support and, whilst not of a specific wargaiming interest, many
wargamers are also collectors and will find much in the catalogue of value. Completely ignoring all
the Nazi material which makes me feel quite ill that anyone should want to collect, a quick glance
through the catalogue indicates such interesting items as genuine American police badges; numerous
items of British Army equipment including spike bayonets, entrenching tools, pistol holsters, etc.;
French Foreigh Legion side caps at £1.25p plus 30p post; sew-on badges of the U.S. Army. If you hate
the smell of cooking around the house why not buy a genuine wartime British civilian gas mask at only
£3.95p plus 85p postage and in the original box of issue! Maps, periscopes, even British Army leather
bootlaces are shown in this catalogue and it makes interesting reading.

As I said earlier, I doubted whether MINIATURE FIGURINES would allow the month to pass without
sending me something and a box duly arrived together with a letter which also contained information
probably of interest to wargamers. Talking of the horses sent along for review, the letter says -
"The horses are with the same furniture as its master number but is to give an alternative position.
The Marlburian have been re-made, giving a bigger range and have been subject to a great deal of re
search. The Renaissance Range is a re-make, bringing figures up to our standard. The old "PB" series
IS being phased out in favour of the new PB's, most of which are available and 'IR's which are already
replacing worn out masters and moulds. The Colonials are a reasonably new vcmture after our early
figures, and the range will be fairly extensive, covering Indian and others as well as Zulus and
Dervishes; guns will also be produced at a later stage,"

Well, the horses in question are 25mm scale Persian and Spanish Cavalry horses and Trooper horses
for British and French (French in two positions). I have always been very fond of the horses put out
by Minifigs and these noble beasts are no exception - I particularly like the Napoleonic Trooper
horses which are clean and clearly defined figures in very realistic equine poses. The Marlburian
range is as follows - British Grenadier throwing grenade; Artilleryman with shot barrow; Austro-
Hungarian marching; French Grenadier marching; Swedish Grenadier officer; Line Sergeants with halberd-
Russian pikeman marching; Turkish Line marching (Matchlock); Austrian Line, sentry; Civil drover-
Engineer Sapper with shovel; Turkish Artilleryman with rammer and French Greandier sergeants. They
are all excellent figures, the British Grenadier is in a fine action pose, the marching figures are
all very much brimful of movement and the sentry is a very pleasing figure (although I cannot quite
imagine having a regiment of sentries). The civilian drover offers all sorts of possibilities for
conversion and other uses and, when first seeing the Sapper with shovel I thought that Minifigs were
turning out a modern range of National Coal Board figures so that we could get down to some good
picketing skirmishes! Then there are four Renaissance figures - Polish officer; 0Janissary officer
and spearman and Landsckneohtxifficer - which will be admirable when painted up. The Colonial figures
are very exciting and I have been hearing a great deal about them lately because many (if not all) of
them are designed by Peter Manning, one of our wargames group. There are four British infantrymen in



very good action poses, two in light order advancing and firing; one marching with full pack and a
British Highlander kneeling firing. (I cannot help feeling as I do with all kneeling figures that if
this man stood up he would he a giant, perhaps there is something wrong with my eyes). Finally we
have that most essential of items for Colonial warfare — the enemy. Far too many firms have started
off by doing a Colonial range without providing more than the nominal figure for a Zulu, or a Dervish,
whereas (as an article a year or so back in the Newsletter by Doug Johnson told us) there were in
numerable tribes, fractions and different types of foe in these Colonial Wars. Peter Manning has
started off by making four Zulus (with separate shield and assegais) of four of the principal regi
ments who fought for Cetewayo in 1879 - they are Goonambi advancing; Ginabanye attacking; Thulwan
attacking and Ndluyengne with rifle. Then we have some figures for that most typical of all the
Victibrie:-. Colonial campaigns the Sudanese War - I am delighted to see that the very first one is the
Sudanese Askari and a figure is available here which can be painted up and used as an Askari for all
sorts of periods and countries (again, see Doug Johnson's article). Then we have a Dervish firing a
rifle (probably a Jihadia tribesman) and an Emir. Finally we have a Fuzzy-Wuzzy with a sword but un
accountably without the characteristic round shield with the protruding centre. Nevertheless, a fine
initial effort.

Our old friend Ray Seaton of WARRIOR has come out with a group of 20mm World War Two figures
(presumably to tie-in with those of Airfix, Atlantic, and Hinchliffe etcXI I hope that this range
will help to popularise wargaming airborne warfare as by the time this Newsletter is in your hands,
my book on AIRBORNE OPERATIONS AS WARGAMES will be available. These are a pleasing group of figures,
including one man laying in a slit trench. And the full range is - Paratroops: Officer with Sten gunj
Private with Thompson; Bren Gunner lying down; TddttpYranothiBrr'itype"; . Private advancing with rifle;
Privates - firing, lying down, kneeling and in foxhole; Private with PIAT; Sergeant with Sten, advanc
ing and Officer with pistol. I understand from Ray that the range will shortly be increased with the
following - German - N.C.O., Infantryman advancing, radioman (kneeling with set). Grenade thrower.
Rifleman - lying down; Panzerfaust lying down; Panzerfaust loader, lying down; machine gunner lying
down; machine gunner loader, lying down: British - Officer with Sten gun; Private with Thompson; and
Bren gunner - lying down. World War Two, if intelligently approached, is an interesting period in
which to wargame and particularly lends itself to minor actions with small groups of figures so that
it can become your "second" wargaraes period. These figures of WARRIORS are a great help in this
connection.

Board wargamers will by now be familiar with John Mansfield's bi-weekly newszine SIGNAL which
can be obtained from him at ^10-240 Brittany Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIK OR? at 8 copies for
£I.00p. Its invariably incredibly spelt pages contain all that is new on board wargames and the latest
issue No.121 to come to hand is no exception. It begins with news of Avalon Hill games due for Autumn
release. These new offerings include SQUAD LEADER, said to be "a small unit, multiple scenario game
utilising four isomorphic map-boards replete in realistic four-colour rendering." If you understand
that then you know what you are in for! GETTYSBURG, three games from really basic to quite advanced.
VICTORY IN THE PACIFIC - simplistic World War Two Pacific theatre game played on D-DAY sized map-
board. ASSAULT ON CRETE, based on German airborne attack of World War Two; CAESAR ALESIA, played on
the largest board of all Avalon Hill games. Then comes a British game BONNIE PRINCE CHARLIE at £4.50p
from The Games Gallery, 13 Forrest Road, Edinburgh; NOMAD GODS by the producers of the well received
Fantasy game WHITE BEAR AND RED MOON, said to be a superb fantasy boardgame at ^9.95 from Chaosiiun,
P.O. Box 6302, Albany, Ca., U.S.A. 9^706. Then there is KESSELSCHLACHT, a company level game with
tanks and SP guns in platoon strength and with more than 1,000 units who fight over a four coloured
two-piece map almost 7 feet long. The game can be solo, two-player or multiple player motivated and
the full game will take a weekend and covers 60 moves as it covers the Stalingrad battle from 15th
September to the 1st November 19^2. The price is ^22.50 from SDC, P.O.Box 19096, San Diego, Ca., U.S.A.
92119. WEHRMACHT is a British game about the Russo-German war at £3.00p from ? (John Mansfield does
not say). Then there is a Danish boardgame called TWO TABLE WAR with rules in Danish, German and
English, which is said to be a simple board wargame with some nice twists from IW Trading, Standvejen
336, DK 2930, Klampenborg, Denmark. ARMOUR SUPREMACY, obtainable for £1.50p from Table Top Games, 92
Acton Road, Arnold, Nottingham, U.K., is a card game with the aim of developing the ultimate tank and
is said to be "a sort of combination arms race, bluff and tank battle." Also mentioned is a wargaming
guide for the period 2900 BC to 1250 AD called TACTICAL ANCIENT ARMIES, which cover scale, weaponry
and organisation in a pleasing format. Its purpose is to provide the Ancient/Fantasy wargamer with
material to work on and its 'tk pages include an index and a wealth of information - it is not a rule
book but there are discussions on rules and their interpretation. Available from Milgamex, Box 133,
Wayland, Maryland, U.S.A. 01778. Then there is SPACE MARINES which is a set of rules for miniatures
that admirably fits in with the new Science Fiction figures coming out. One can be a star trooper
or a member of an alien race and it includes power packs to normal weapons. 05.00 from Fantac Games,
464 Lenox Avenue, South Orange, N.J., U.S.A. 07079.

A recent Honoured Guest at the Wessex Military Dining Club's August meeting was Major Richard
Bartelot R.A., Curator of the Royal Artillery Institution, Woolwich, London. This organisation is
not as well known as it should be and its lists of books, postcards and prints for sale holds much of
great interest to wargamers and collectors. There are some fine books; coloured postcards and a number
of large prints that are available for framing. Of particular value are scale drawings of guns and
carriages at 25p each including postage. The range is as follows - 9-pdr S.B.M.L. Field Carriage; 24-
pdr HowJtzer S.B. Field Carriage: I2-pdr Howitzer Field Carriage; 9-pdr Brass Gun Carriage and Limber;
(j-pdr S.B. Gun Field Carriage; 54-" Howitzer British Heavy 1786-1819; I8-pdr Q.F. Mk.I Carriage and 12-
pdr Carriage - Armstrong B.L. Gun.

FROM THE ADVERTS. Secondhand figures in addition to already painted wargames figures are obtain
able from Peter KEMPLAY IB Chapel Hill, Skipton, Yorkshire; PHOENIX MODEL DEVELOPMENTS LTD have some
interesting 54mm figures depicting the lost world of Atlantis. MINOTS MINIATURE ARMOURY, P.O.Box 25,
Knr i inii Slreot, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 3BP, has a fine range of 25mm figures from the Barbarian Age
which sel l at priiMis ranging from I5p to 30p besides the 54mm Barbarian Vs Warrior Pygmy Apes range
and also liiiures for the game The Quests of Thane Tostig. ALMARK put out the second title in the
I aiiC'iiri aae ami Maikings Series, showing the camouflage patterns used by the British and Allied forces
i ll \urt li M ricu - contains many full colour illustrations. Anothar of their.,useful, vnlimes is Vol. 2
of IU;..l\|i;\TS AT \vATEIlLO0 - British Army Uniforms by Rene STorth. HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED can now



offer aerosol spray cans of white primer or matt varnish at 60p each. S.K. MODELS of 6 Mossville
Gardens, Morden, Surrey, offer resin cast sections of country wall at liOp and a i.5mm high tree trunk
at 50p; they also have a unique linS^wall plaques, the first heing a French Hussar o 9/ ̂
period. JOHN CHURCH of Honeywood, Middle Road, Tiptoe, Nr. Lymington, Hants SM OPX, has a range
over 200 different 1:86 scale {hmm = 1ft) plans for military vehicles, which offer at least four views
and many provide more angles on their specific suhject and they are quite adequate for modelling pur
poses. They are cheap at 30p for four plans plus postage There are also = HOBBIES
range of plans availahle. Advertising in this magazine after a long ahsence, MODEL FIGURES AND HOBBIES
of County Down, Northern Ireland, have increased their popular Ensign range of cast metal warship
models in 1:1200 scale. GREENWOOD AND BALL, who support this magazine with advertising, have put out
a nice animated selection of Chinese and Mongols (archers, crosshowmen, light
etc.,) plus a hull-headed Minotaur with spiked cluh for the fantasy wargamers. WARGAMES PUBLICATIONS
(Scotland) LIMITED, St. George's Buildings, 5 St. Vincent Place, Glasgow, Ha-Vera range of 25
designed 25mm scale, included among them is a 65mm high Angel of Death at £1.10p. LANCE W. CAWKWELL,
c/o k Craven Street, Hull HU9 2AP, offers l:76/25mm card construction sets of buildings to make up and
colour; at the moment his range includes five American Civil War/Western buildings, from Mediaeval to
Modern European and a manor house of 1200 AD. ASGARD MINIATURES of 15 Furlong Avenue, Arnold, Notting
ham offer a range of 25mm Fantasy figures and also some 25mm Vikings. MICRO-MOLD have a 25mm scale
demolished house and a British Civil War Star Fort in plastic that, painted up, are excellent pieces
of terrain. DIXON MINIATURES of Ash Grove, Royles Head Lane, Longwood, Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire,
UD3 'iTU, claim that they sell "the finest wargames figures availahle" and suggest you send S.A.E. for
list of Mongols, Samurai, Asiatics, Arabs, Vikings, Chinese and others. M and M MODELS of 27 Gilbert
Avenue, Tuxford, Notts, have a small range of 25mm English Civil War figures.

Further to the earlier mention of the new AIRFIX 1/1200 scale cruiser HMS "Suffolk" naval wargamer
Barry Carter writes - "Presumably, "Prinz Eugen" will follow soon as both were advertised in the 1977
catalogue. They make welcome additions for the wargamer who is well catered for again these days with
modestly-priced metal ships or plastic kits of capital ships (e.g. Minic, Airfix or Resell Minis ips)
or the multitude of smaller World War ships (e.g. Ensign or Fleetling or Trafalgar). What has been
missing are inexpensive models of cruisers. With the basic County class type, of which Suffolk is
one, a number of variants are possible by the addition or removal of superstructure, aircraft hangers
and minor alterations to the hull, whilst HMS "London" (extensively reconstructed during the war) even
loses one of its funnels in such a transformation. Thus, from this one basic kit, the modeller can
produce no less than 13 County type cruisers. With "Prinz Eugen" providing four Hipper class cruisers,
the wargamer of World War II can be well pleased with these Airfix newcomers.

6mm ARMIES

G.Cronin

At present my armies consist of a corps of Russians, Austrians and
These are based on the forces engaged at Waterloo minus some Prussians who, when they interfered, out
SLeS Napoleon ly 27 - No. NlSsId can you get! 1 have Kelleman's cavalry corp. apart fro. Ptpuef.
2na Dragoons; one oulras.ler regi.ent of Milhaud; four regment. of line lyoors (l, 2, J and »>
the Ath, 5th and 7th Hussars - unfortunately only the 7th seem to be of any use. Tha favourite
with waraaming - the temptation to include colourful units, particularly the 4th, the most favouri e
of my French Hussars. My cavalry force also includes two regiments of Chasseurs which
go I think. The Guard cavalry, especially the Dragoons, are a problem as Heroics have only released
Line Dragoons. But if one adds auroa bands on the shabraque, I think the problem i®
the Horse Grenadiers of the Guard to appear as menacing as ^®®®"®®
been six foot high giants on black horses wearing huge hairy bearskins
them as being "conceited troops" and Lachouqe says "no woman under forty was allowed to prepare soupforthL"! ? surest that the? were perhaps the best cavalry Napoleon had This applied ever in 1814
whL they'were witered down, as were all guard cavalry with conscript squadrons being ^Jded Thus I
purchased the Command Strip for Grenadiers-a-pied, which contained ®
my purpose. Unfortunately at 7p a strip, this regiment has ®o®^ .™®^^^-00P
infLt?y carbines, swords and portmanteau for them, as none are included on ^^® 1
T Viavp two of three corns of line infantry - d'Erlons and Mouton - and I am saving up for Reiiie s.
I have not neglected my British troops and have just finished painting up 9th Belgium Mili la egimen
of Bvlandts Brigade (Divl). Mr. Erik of Miniature Warfare, an advertiser in your magazine, has
me f i?emeLous moLl o? Hugomo^nt, perfect in every detail - and I am a perfectionist when it comes
to nainting. This building includes the blasted orchard from which Wellington's howitzers sent shot
over the heads of the Guards to smash into the blue masses of Jerome's 1st and 2nd infantry regiments.
I am searching for plans of La Haye Sainte and La Belle Alliance and intend to have them made.

My main problem is that I have no opponent against whom to pit these forces so I would love to
hear from any wargamers in my area who fight in any period - although Napoleonic is |®®^®- ̂
also like to hear from anyone interested in £mim scale wargaming as this has been my interest
last five years. My address is 5 Manor Way, Old Bexley, Kent DA5 3JR.

INTERESTED IN A MILITARY DWELLING?

A recent advertisement in a National daily offers an interesting "Military Dwelling" at Muckle-
ford, four miles from Dorchester in West follows.-

"An historic Regency Period Cptry^Hesidence^reputedly^built^
S^^SS^B^as! ' lI?5/''Hall?Trece?tion rooms "^Garage' and^stlb??ng blocks .

area of mature woodland."

NO idea of price and you will have to hurry because it is for sale by auction on the 13th October.



LETTERS
"In the June, 1977, issue of Wargamer's Newsletter you ask for suggestions for 25nuii wargames

figures to he produced hy Eagle Miniatures. The producer is "stuck for a period as everyone seems to
he covered."

There is, of course, a vast gap as far as wargames figures are concerned in the middle and late
19tli century: France, Austria and Italy in 1859, Austria and Prussia and the German States in 1866;
France, Prussia and the German States in 1870-71. 1 do not have any real hope that figures will ever
he produced to cover this gap. In the last 15 years 1 can recall only Miniature Figurines producing
1870-71 figures and later Tradition a very limited range of figures for the same war.

The wars and battles are interesting, the terrain varied, the uniforms colourful, the tactics in
a state of transition between Napoleonic columns and fully-extended firing lines.

1 live in hope, hut not confidence."

M.B.Pollard of Carnforth, Lanes.

ooOoo

"1 have recently made a tour of the London model-shops and would like to make an observation on
what 1 would call : "The closed shop crisis in wargEiming". It may provoke some shopkeepers and
interest fellow wargamers.

It is simply this: Too many model-shop owners seem too interested in their beds, breakfasts or
other pre-occupations to open their shops at a reasonable time in the morning. The average opening
time is around 10 a.m. - an hour behind other shops. Some don't see fit to start business until 11.30
(not mentioning any names) and many shops close on Mondays and for lunch. 1 have never been alone as
a disappointed would-he customer standing, peering into a darkened shop. Large numbers of people are
being turned away.

1 know wargaming and military modelling are expanding pastimes, but surely selling model soldiers
is not yet so profitable that shopkeepers can afford to waste so many potential hours of business?
Just how interested are these people in taking my money?"

A. M. Coleby of Crondall, Nr. Farnham.

ooOoo

"Reading the new Newsletter and my note on "Warrior Prince" has caused me to wonder whether 1
wrote to you again about Prince Rupert. 1 meant to, but think in a'rush since 1 got back from holi
day 1 forgot to do so. Having found "Warrior Prince" on our Library shelves, within a fortnight 1
got two more books on Rupert for which 1 had left requests.

Maurice Ashley's "Rupert of the Rhine" arid Patrick Morrah's "Prince Rupert of the Rhine".

While feeling a little touch of indigestion in reading three books on the same subject in a very
short period, 1 found all three interesting. Ashley deals with Rupert as General and Admiral; Morrah
gives a very full life of Rupert. But all three are good, and, on the whole Sympathetic portraits.
Rupert certainly was a good general, and a fine cavalry leader, and also Admiral. He was however
lacking in one quality Napoleon asked for in his generals. "Lucky". He made the best use he could
of his cavalry and army, but the fates were against him in the Civil War, and he had the misfortune
to meet one of the few English cavalry leaders who could control his men.

It was always a major fault of British cavalry to charge "bald headed" and get out of hand.
Wellington constantly conplained of his cavalry officers. Le Marchant was an exception, but he was
killed at Salamanca.

Of all great British leaders of cavalry (excluding the Arthur behind the legend) only Cromwell,
Marlborough and Richard 1 at Arsouf were able to keep their cavalry under control. Of subordinate
commanders only Le Marchant and Scarlett with the Heavy Brigade, kept their men in hand. More often
it was the mad charge like the Lancers at Omdurman. It was a great mark of leadership that Genghis
Khan controlled his Mongol cavalry so well - and equally a mark of his greatness that Richard could
hold his mixed feudal cavalry in hand for so long.

1 was rather disappointed in "The Assassins" by Bernard Lewes, which rather debunks all the
legends about the Assassins and the "Old Man of the Mountains". 1 waited a very long while to get
"Boyne Water" by P.B.Elles, but it is a good account of the campaigns before and after the Battle of
the Boyne.

Have you come across "Gunsmoke" by Rosas and May? It is in paperback as well as hard back and
is a serious study of violence in the American West. It is full of ideas for Western Skirmish games.

What an ideal book for Ancient wargamers E.W.Marsden "Gaugema" is - 1 remember him as a Cambridge
graduate he was a classical scholar who did National Service in the Royal Artillery, and illustrated
his thesis on Ancient artillery with models of Greek and Roman war engines.

G.Haines "Gu;

fall of Hong Kong
"Gunboats on the Great River" is an account of the gunboats in Chinese waters^yntil the
eng. "Lightning Campaign" by Major General D.K.Polit is an account of the Indian Army



campaign in Bengal.

T.Gibson's "The Maori Wars" is an interesting study of the settlement of New Zealand - one of
our most curious Colonial Wars. The result of Saturday's third Lions Test suggests the aoris may
be getting "Utu" ("revenge") on the Pakehahll

Talking of Henty I picked up a paperback edition of "St. George for England" the other day.

Incidentally Geoffrey Trease has written a good childrens historical tale on the Knights of St.
John "Seas of Morning" - although a paperback (Puffin 1 think) for children I find it very good.

We had a book fair here recently and I picked up the very first number of the R.A.F. Staff
College Magazine "The Hawk" for my son, who has been through the Staff College course."

Bill Thurbon of Cambridge.
ooOoo

"Enclosed is an article and hope you will put it in the Newsletter. (I have, Editor). Being a
Fantasv wargamer, as well as indulging in Just about all other periods of the wargaming scene, I was
worried about the mainly one-sided discussion on Fantasy wargaming, as it enables people to Build up
an unbiased opinion. I personally think too much is said about Fantasy, and, if it is lett to its
own devices it will either integrate into the wargames scene, or just fizzle away. People get what
they want, and the verdict of the (wargaming) world is final. Incidentally, the Newsletter is grea
for wargaming if only because it makes people like Bill Thurbon and 1 write our opinions, which
otherwise would just sit and stew."

Graham Evans of Rugby.

ooOoo

"I was most interested to read Paddy Griffith's article on firepower and melee in Napoleonic
warfare, in the June Newsletter and, as usual, found his basic premises to be faultless.

However, I think we should examine more carefully his 2:1 ratio of success in 250 bayonet attacks
- surely this refers to circumstances where the defender was already suitably shaken, for, as Major-
General Hughes points out in the same issue, infantry could not "advance to the assault of unshaken,
disciplined infantry" as was so clearly demonstrated here in the Peninsula. At the same time, though,
we must remember that morale w^ all important. If we consider first the defending infantry under
attack, one of 3 results are possible:-

Firstly, if already shaken the mere sight of a possible charge could make them turn and run (as
happened, for example, to a Belgian brigade at Waterloo) and so we need not concern ourselves further
here.

Secondly, if of a very good state of morale, order, and training, the defenders would hold their
fire until the last possible moment (which in itself may have had a negative effect on the morale of
the attackers), and fire a single devastating volley of, perhaps 20^ effectiveness, which would be
more than enough to halt the attackers in their tracks.

In the third case, less well trained or confident men would probably start to shoot at greater
than effective range, and would generally break if their rather ragged volleys did not deter their
assailants.

Paddy, I have a system of "status points". inus uia ouaru nave lu, wniiav
full strength. Casualties are represented by permanent loss of points, though skirmishing, long rang
artillery (unless massed) and musketry, other than point-blank fire from steady units will normally
only temporarily remove points, representing disorganisation.

Under attack defenders test morale, and if steady will fire at 20^ effectiveness. Thus even
Spanish line infantry will, if not previously reduced, be able to see-off any attack (provided their
morale holds), as attackers losing a status point may not charge home ■■ in fact 1 am considering not
allowing attackers to charge home unless the defenders are more disorganised than their assailants.
This mechanism has been used before of course, noticeably in W.R.G's old "flinch" system, but my
system has the advantage of taking into account previous disorganisation by artillery, skirmishers,
etc.

If of doubtful morale, however (a not unusual condition under my rules), defenders will fire at
only 10^ efficiency, and will break if their musketry fails to halt the attackers. Thus a slightly
damaged British line unit at status 6 would have a 60^ chance of halting an attacker (assuming the
defenders are in line and attacked by only 1 unit).

Disorganised troops which are of firm morale also fire at 10^, but if the charge is completed
there may be a genuine melee, which in itself causes more disorganisation regardless of who wins,
though this is of more importance in cavalry melees, I am considering eliminating melees entirely
(except in built-up areas, etc) by giving attackers an automatic win against disorganised defenders
Us is also the case of counter-charges), though both would suffer some disorganisation. Thus it
will be seen that a column attack can be very efficient against previously shaken infantry, but
against steady troops it is sheer suicide (that 20^ musketry, plus possible counter-attack is enough
to knock—out the attackers for some while, if not for the rest of the game).

Paddy does not tell us the source of his figures, but his 2:1 success ratio of bayonet attacks
would seem to indicate one of two things - either French officers were sufficiently competent to
launch attacks only when they saw that the defenders were suitably shaken; or, more likely I think,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12



LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - August 1977- Well Illustrated articles on the current military scene; World
War Two Gliders; Modellers' Diary; Neapolitan Cavalry 1807-1815; The German 15cm infantry support
gun siG33; French infantry of the Franco-Prussian War and converting an Indian Cavalryman of 191^.
AIRFIX MAGAZINE - September 1977. Good photographs of the Spithead Review and the Sennelager Juhilee
Reviews; World War One lorries; Neapolitan Napoleonic cavalry; French infantry of the Franco-Prussian
War; plus features on the latest kits, models, hooks, hoard wargames, correspondence, etc.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Summer 1977. Authoritative articles on
The Capture of Minorca 1708; Memoirs of Captain C.W.Ford (India mid-I9th century); plus hook reviews,
military articles in contemporary Journals, questions, replies and correspondence, etc.

■BATTLE - September 1977. Well produced and illustrated, contains articles on Making Ancient
Wargames Figures - The Enemies of China; Liveries and Badges of the Wars of the Roses; Cavalry versus
the Infantry Square by Charles Grant; a good photographic supplement of the Aldershot Show; A Report
on Glasgow's Wargame '77 (including some quite brilliant terrain pieces); interview with Skytrex
personalities; report on an interesting wargames weekend "Militarama '77" at Dodington; Germany's new
armoured car plus reviews of the latest figures, books kits, etc.

BATTLEFLEET - Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society - August 1977. Reports on an Ironclad
Campaign; Rules for World War Two Coastal Wargaming; notes on forthcoming meetings, correspondence,
etc.

MILITARY MODELLING - September 1977. Immaculately produced and illustrated, contains articles on
Rupert's Cavaliers; Standards of the English Civil Wars; Modelling figures; British Cavalry Regiments;
Uniform information; Modelling figures and vehicles, including the latest Airfix French Foreign
Legionnaire; plus features on all the latest models, kits, etc., plus correspondence and reviews.

SOLDIER - August 1977. The Modern British Army magazine containing interesting illustrated
articles on today's army including one on the "Redcaps"; Machine Gun Corps Old Comrades Reunion -
World War One; plus reviews on the Museum of the Royal Army Chaplains' Department plus excellent book
and record reviews, correspondence, etc.

THE SPARTAN Simulation Gaming Journal - No.8. Box 1017, Bellflower, Calif. 90706, U.S.A. j^9.00
per annum - quarterly). Article on the Navy, Warplanning and Wargaming (historical) with extensive
maps and diagrams; Jutland board wargame; Mahan and the Influence of Sea Power upon History; A World
War Two Infantry Combat Simulation, mortar and artillery rules; Hitler's Five Blunders; Boardgaming
Variants^and Designations of Imperial Roman Legions with a suggested wargame set-up.

WAR MONTHLY - No. kk. Beautifully illustrated with interesting articles on the Italian Army in
Russia 19kl-k3; Shanghai 1937; The Mosquito fighter-bomber; Jungle Warfare; Columbian Tragedy 1789
and The Naval Action in the Gulf of Sirte 19^2.

WARGAMES RULES

Stephen Reed

As is seen from his advert elsewhere in this and other issues of Wargamer's Newsletter, wargames
rules for various periods have been devised and are obtainable from that well-known and much feared
wargamer Stephen Reed, late of Worthing. I have in front of me his Ancient Rules which sell for 50p
and, although I have not personally play-tested them, I imagine will give a sound and realistic game.
They consist of a basic section which is said to provide a quick yet skillful game plus an optional
section giving both command structure and orders. A mediaeval supplement allowing for knightly
armies, longbows, Arab fanatics and Mercenaries is available together with a Fantasy supplement for
Sword and Sorcery games with monsters, heroes, magicians and other than human troops - these can be
obtained for 20p each. Obviously when a wargamer of the calibre of Stephen Reed writes rules they
are going to be based on his own personal beliefs and experiences and it is interesting to note that,
in the current fashion, he is leaning towards alternate-move games - a throwback to twenty years ago
when they were the fashion. On perusal, these rules appear to be par for the course, giving points
values for different types of troops and weapons, armour and grouping, etc.; a sequence of play and
move-distance (with penalties for obstacles). Methods of firing are discussed and there are two types
of morale (contact and general) to affect the opposing armies. The style of the rules follows
familiar trends, with points deductions and additions for various factors. It is possible that there
are ingenious and well contrived factors embedded in these rules which do not come to light on perusal
but I imagine that they will give a perfectly adequate game that may well be simpler, although
similarly eontrolled, to that with other more detailed and expensive sets such as those by the War-
games Research Group.

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ ON PAGE 13.

It was the name given to the soldier in the account book introduced in 1829, being used in the
example given in each book indicating the details to be filled in by the soldier.
A Tactical Exercise Without Troops.
The Shrapnel Shell and the Congreve Rocket.
They were light cavalry adopted in 1807 from the Hungarian model, being dressed in a modification
of that country's national costume.
a) 9 August ^8 BC: b) 6/7 April 1862: c) 1 September l6^^ and d) 13 July l643.
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Napoleonic Rules - still the best,include organisations for the major combetants
Napoleonic Naval - for fleet actions on a hex grid
5mm amendments for Napoleonic rules-now refight the major battles in this popular scale
Karlborough' sWars- 1 Smm rules for the Vvar of the Spanish Succession
Space Warfare - futuristic warfare includes designing your own spaceships!
HEW Ancient rules - Basic rules including optional section on command and orders

plus Jpiedieital supplement
plus Fantasy supplement

1/300 World War II- for micro-armour and infantry these easy-to-use rules are ideal

Also available Army Lists for WRG Ancient rules as used in Society of Ancients Postal
Championship(With explanation of use under other rules 40p

All these rules have been tested by experienced gamers and have been tried on beginners to check
they can be easily followed.

Club and trade enquiries welcome.discounts available for bulk orders of more than 10 copies of
a set of rules.Please mention Wargamer's Newsletter when ordering. Please send SaE if writing
with queries rather than orders .Overseas orders to be accompanied by International iiioney Rrder.

Club and trade enquiries welcome .discounts ava

75p
20p
lOn

25p
50p
50p
20p
20p

25p

28

ooOoo

ICR SALE; Slingshot Nos. 'i5-68 - £2.00p. D.Taylor, 53 Gonville Road, Bootle, Merseyside L20 9L1v.

ooOoo

"The SOUTH LONDON WARLORDS wish to announce the dates for their 1978 exhihiti « .. . -
Chelsea Old Town Hall, scene of two previous "SALUTE" events; and on the 6th 7t

inL^eStefconLc? ! - 5® holding a three-day Convention at the Winter Gardens. Ma^eat^ All those ^
8^106."

ions. On Saturday, 15t

sions.

30 Lightfoot Road, Larkhill Wilts SP'i SPA.

ooOoo

RACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 to February 197^4 inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c or 11 for ^5.50). Send to D.Featherstone. 69 Hill
Lane, Southampton. 1
from TRADITION, 5a & SB Shepherd Street, London W.I., at 39p per copy including postage. Postage for
12 copies 86p.

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION 5a & 5B Shepherd Street, London W.l.

ooOoo

Unpainted Airfix A.W.I and Napoleonics. Lists to S.M.Cox, 3ii Greenhill Road, CoalvilleWANTED; V

Leices

• X u,u X iig, u o u ^ Aj on./ o diictuct \j i. xx xux p J • J • kjciiu uu xr.x'dCii'ixcxouuiiCj \j^ iix x x

Back numbers March 197''4 to date (less Nos. 156-9; l6l; 163; l66 and 182) Oibtainab

unique conversions.

, LE6 3RH

--v. J.VMXX XXIXJ.J.J JJ VA 14 X 11C Ul V U U11 , J. i um

SWOP—MEETING EXHIBITION where you can buy, sell

to attend lectures.

ooOoo

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

NORTHERN MILITAIRE '77 will be held at the Lancastrian Hall, Swinton, Salford, Near Manchester, on
i)3er 5th and 6th 1977.

THE MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION will be held from the 5th to the lAth January 1978 at the Wembley

..m. on Saturday, 8th October, will be held BOURNEMOUTH'S
or swop toys and models.

The BRITISH COMMISSION OF MILITARY HISTORIANS will be holding a weekend conference at The Royal
lY n o Tv.n o.,ter, from Friday evening 21st October to Sunday lunchtime. Non-members are able

Write to Christopher Duffy, Department of War Studies and International Affairs.
IV .Qan/IVnTr'C! + P ottiTv.-i-vl i-»YT rim e i.-nn j> -i _ j . '

,  Kjnxjiii. ucij. gc; iiuiuucx uo. ciiiu ncuLgcuuc xiiv;xuuxii^ luaii^

All well painted. Some 75/77mm figures, painted to a high standard. S.A.E. for list to Watts,

le

h
nts; and on the 6th,

T T> -o .tT m .... - Margate. All thoseJ.Bridge, 3^4 Tynwald House, Wells Park Road, Sydenham, SE26 or telephone 01-699

—ooOoo—



On Parade
Osprey's Men at Arms. Recognized everywhere, celebrated and popular they are indispensable

wherever modellers, wargamers and military enthusiasts muster.

NAPOLEONIC WARS

Napoleon's Line Chasseurs*
Napoleon's Cuirassiers and
Carabiniers*
Foot Grenadiers of the Imperial Guard
Wellington's Peninsular Army
Napoleon's Dragoons and Lancers
Spanish Armies of the Napoleonic Wars
Napoleon's Artillery
Napoleon's German Allies (1)
Napoleon's German Allies (2)
Blucher's Army
Russian Army of the Napoleonic Wars
Chasseurs of the Guard

King's German Legion
The Black Brunswickers

Austro-Hungarian Army of the
Napoleonic Wars
Napoleon's Polish Troops
Scandinavian Armies in the Napoleonic
Wars

OTHER 19th CENTURY CAMPAIGNS

The Indian Mutiny*
The Boer War*

The Zulu War

The Sudan Campaigns
Russian Army of the Crimea
British Army of the Crimea
Army of the German Empire
The North West Frontier, 1837-1947*

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS

The Greek and Persian Wars*

The British Army 1965-80*
The Royal Navy*
Medieval European Armies
The Landsknechts

The French Foreign Legion
The Cossacks

English Civil War Armies
The Roman Army from Caesar to Trajan
The Arab Legion

WORLD WAR II

Montgomery's Desert Army*
WaffenSS
Rommel's Desert Army
Luftwaffe Airborne and Field Units

The Panzer Divisions

The Japanese Army of World War II
The Soviet Army

BRITISH REGIMENTS

The Royal Green Jackets
The South Wales Borderers

The Coldstream Guards

The Royal Scots Greys
The Bulfs

The Royal Artillery
The King's Regiment
The Gurkha Rifles

The Grenadier Guards*

■ m ■

THE SEVEN YEARS WAR

Montcalm's Army
Wolfe's Army
Austro-Hungarian Army of the Seven
Years War

Frederick the Great's Army

AMERICAN SUBJECTS

U.S. Army 1941-45*
American Indian Wars 1860-90*

The Mexican - American War 1846-48

The American War 1812-14

The Army of the Potomac
The Army of Northern Virginia
The Stonewall Brigade
The Iron Brigade
The U.S. Cavalry
George Washington's Army
United States Marine Corps
American Provincial Corps
The British Army in North America
1775-83

Wolfe's Army
Montcalm's Army

Price £1.95.

Those titles marked with an * provide
the basis for New Hope Design's
Autograph Collection.

Available from all good bookshops and
modelshops.

In case of difficulty please put a tick
against the titles you require, cut out the
whole page and send it to either of the
addresses below. Don't forget to fill in
the coupon.

To: Dept D/M., 12-14 Long Acre,
London WC2 9LP or New Hope Design
Ltd, Rothbury, Northumberland.

Please send me the books indicated.

I enclose £ to cover postage and
packing.
(one book 24p, each additional title add
lOp)

Address



TWO MAJOR NEW MILITARY TITLES FROM

^JjCmuiMT

Napoleon: The Last Campaigns
by Lt Col James Lawford
This book looks at Napoleon's war of survival after Moscow.
New maps and diagrams show the strategic moves of Napoleon
and the Allies, and how they faced each other at Dresden,
Leipzig, Brienne, Montmirail, Ligny, Quatre Bras and finally,
Waterloo. The author is senior lecturer at the Royal Military
Academy, Sandhurst and is an expert on the Napoleonic
period.
160 pages. SBN 562 00065 8 £6.95

Battles of the American Civil War

by Curt Johnson and Mark McLaughlin
Twelve major battles of this war are described in detail,
illustrated with new maps and diagrams and augmented by
contemporary documents, drawings and photographs. There
are biographies of 24 generals and the Battles section includes
a concise military history of the war.
160 pages. SBN 562 00064 X £6.95

mm

Also available:

The Cavalry

by Lt Col James Lawford
"... Loaded with first class

modelling reference and ideas;
highly recommended."
Military Modelling £6.95

Battles of the

American Revolution
by Curt Johnson
"... it should appeal equally
to collectors and painters as
well as wargamers and battle
strategists. . . . Excellent."
Military Modelling £4.95

£oWIUDOW
Berkshire House, Queen Street, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 INF
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MINIATURE WARFARE ETD MAKE

THE BEST

ASK AHYOKS '1^0 HAS COMISSIOHED WOHK FROM US I They will also tell you that we offer the
"best value—fo2>"iiioney availahle today • Why ? Because our services are backed by some
tiienty-five years professional experience of designing and model-making for the films and
theatre world at international level.

THE PHOTO SHOWS OUR ORIGINAL MODEL FOR A SPANISH TOURIST DE7EL0PMENT, NOW OPERATIONAL AND
FEATURED IN THE HOLIDAY BROCHURES THIS YEAR, CALLED 'PLAYA DE LAS AlffiRICAS' IN TE^IFE ̂
BUILT TO A PRECISE SCALE OF 2 millimetres = 1 metre i This same standard of detail and
craftsmanship is maintained throu^ all our work, whoever the client and whatsoever the
subject.

WE SPECIALISE IN MADE-TO-ORDER MODELS for the private individual seeking items not
commercially available and/or for manufacturers looking for 'new ideas' and 'master'
models to extend or supplement their range. WE MAKE ANYTHING FROM ANY PERIOD TO ANY
SCALE, from a single figure, piece of equipment or architectural model, to a complete
museum-standard diorama. Current commissions include an authentic 'STAR' FORTRESS OF THE
17th CENTURY (30mm scale) and a 54mm scale model of the site of the famous 'BATTLE OF THE
ALAMO' at San Antonio, Texas, with 54mm figures. If you are looking for something special,
phone us with the details and we will be pleased to quote you.
IF WE HAVE'NT GOT IT - WE'LL GET IT FOR YOU i More and more wargamers and collectors are

~~ taking advantage of the reliable service
we offer under this heading. All you have to do is study the adverts in the Eln^lish
language military publications and list your requirements. State the title, reference
number and quantity required; plus manufacturer's or publisher's name, aM the listed
prices. Total the prices, add packing and postage charges, and send cash/ sterling cheque/
or international money order - payable to Miniature Warfare Ltd - and we do the rest.
Overseas clients wishing to write a cheque in their own currency should ̂ d 50 pence to
cover our Bazik charges. (Postage & Packing: U.K. add lO^i" in £. Europe 15/" ill. £1. Sea
Mail Overseas 20^" in £1. Overseas Airmail 40?" in £1. For U.K. orders over £1© add only
5?o in £1 for P ft P charges.)

WB STOCK TTTWfTHT.TirTTE 4 MTNIFIGS - ATRFIX - PHOENIX - (SHO MICRO-ARMOUR - GREEIHWOOD & BALL -
OLD GUARD - 3TADDSN - LASSBT - SANDERSON & OTHER FIGURES. BELLONA - MICROMOLD - TITAN_et£.
TOOLS & EQUIPMENT - DIORAMA MATERIATg - HUMBROL PAINTS - COICPOUNDS - ADHESIVES. BOOKS BY..
T.TiiAnTKra puRj-TcmERS - and many other items for collectors, wargamers and hobbyists.

Write to MTirrATURE WARFABB Ltd. 18b THE PANTILES. TUNBRIDGE WELLS. KENT. MGLAND.
Phone T. Wells (6892) 77624-. Better still, if you can pay us a visit we are easy to
find — come throu^ Butler's JEWELLEIRY SHOP, same address, down the stairs, and you're
in our Gomp. G.H.Q. Bunker i We'll be waiting to welcome 3rou, but we close Wednesdavs.



MEDIEVALWARGAMING IN
IBmmMETALFIGURES

BY PETER LAING
PZ-C/S SIEGE WARFARE

F901 Longbowman shooting 5p F904 Man at Arms Standmg, Spear 5p
F903 Man at Arms Marching 5p F906 Crossbovyrnan Loading bp
F905 Crossbowman Shooting 5p F908 Dism. Knight wih Glaive 5p
G907 Dism. Knight with Sword 5p F910 Dism. Knight with Axe 5p
F909 Handgunner Firing 5p F912 Scottish Spearman Kneeling

Scottish Spearman standing
5p F914 Scottish Spearman Adv. 5p

Priest with Cross 5p F212 Unarmoured Spearman
Unarmouredinf Sword 5p March SP
Mounted Knight Lance M902 Charging Knight
caparison 10p Lance Caparison lOp
Charging Knight Sword lOp M904 Mounted Knight
Mounted Knight warhammer Mace, Caparison lup

lOp M906 Mounted Archer lOp
Small Bombard 5p A902 Cannon on elevating mount
Cannon on fixed mount 15p P
Gunner Standing 5p A904 Gunner Kneeling 5pGunner Standing
Ladder

Battering Ram
Trebuchet

Man with Leverman wiin uovei

top A906 Ladder Carrier (2 reqd) 5p
top A908 Man Climbing Ladder 5p
30p A910 Bat. Ram Crew (2 reqd) 5p
5p A201 Mangonel 15p• ,

A411a Ox Cart with solid wheels 15p A203 Two men with missile Op
F902 Longbowman Marching 5p A412 Ox (2 reqd} P

NEWA913SIEGETOWER(12partkit)£2

NEW JOHN MITCHELL BUILDING SHEETS IN 15mm
No3. Castle Gate - No4. Castle Walls and CornerTower 36p each sheet

Send 12p for sample figure and lull list of ̂ 'pipI p"®! 15mm from
Ancients through to World War 2.

Cash with Order. Packing and Postage extra.
Orders up to and including £1 please add i4p

Orders of £6 and over POST FREE Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. 80p
PETER LAING

Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD
Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

COLONIAL WARGAMING in 15mm
PETER LAlNG's METAL FIGURES

F601 Brit. Inf. marching 5p F632 Indian Sepoy marching 5p
pSOi Highlander marching 5p F633 Indian Sepoy firing 5p
F603 Brit. Inf. Adv. 5p F634 Gurkha marching 6p
F604 Highlander Adv. 5p F635 Brit. Inf. lying firing 5p
F605 Brit. Off. Adv. 5p M601 Brit, lancer charging lOp
F606 Bagpiper 5p M602 Brit. cav. horse walking lOp
F607 Brit. Inf. firing standing 5p M603 Mounted boar lOp
F60B Highlander firing standing 15p M604 Boer leading pony lOp
F609 Brit. Off. standing 5p M606 Imperial yeomanry lOp
F610 Boerfiring standing 5p M606 Art. horse with rider lOp
F611 Boerfiring lying 5p M607 Art. horse without rider lOp
F612 Jihadia rifleman (Dervish) 5p M60B Dervish armoured
F613 FuzzyWuzzy with sword 5p horseman lOp
F614 Pathan firing standing 5p M609 Egypt/Sudan cav. lOp
F615 Pathanonguard 5p M610 Indiancav. lOp
F616 Zulumarching 5p A601 2.5" RMLmountain gun 15p
F617 Zulu rifleman firing Bp A602 Brit, gunner kneeling ram 5p
F618 Zulu rifleman adv. 5p A603 Brit, gunner kneeling 5p
FBI 9 Zulu lying firing 5p A604 Brit, field glasses 5p
F620 Zulu adv. 5p A605 Brit, helographer 5p
F621 Pathan kneeling firing 5p A606 Catling gun 15p
F622 Boer adv. rifle attrail Bp A607 Seated gatling gunner Bp
F623 Brit. Bugler Bp A60B Standing gatling gunner Bp
F624 Brit. Off. firing revolver Bp A609 1 Bpdrfield gunner 1 Bp
F62B Brit. Inf. firing kneeling Bp A610 Limber 15p
F626 Zulumnning Bp A611 Seated Brit, gunner for
F627 Fuzzy Wuzzy with spear Bp A610 5p
F628 Dervish with spear Bp A612 Brit, gunner handspike Bp
F629 Dervish with raised sword Bp A613 Brit, gunner shell Bp
F630 Egypt/Sudanese inf. A614 Egypt/Sudan camel corps IBp

marching Bp A615 Brit, camel corps IBp
F631 Egypt/Sudanese inf.firing Bp A616 Gardnergun IBp

Send 12p for sample figure and full list of a total of over BOO items in IBmm from
Ancients through to World War 2.

Cash with Order. Packing and Postage extra.
Orders up to and including £1 please add 14p

Orders of £6 and over POST FREE Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. £1

PETER LAING
Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-863

9788

THE MODEL SHOP
190-194 STATION ROAD
HARROW. MIDDX.

JACKLEX 20 mm FOOT 8p CAV I9p

NEW! The Sudan Campaign
Colonial Supply Wagon wiih four horse team etc. £3.00

set

E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 35p
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off 35p
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 35p
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 35p
F10 Baggara Standard Bearer on Camel 35p
F1 Hadendowah Swordsman
F2 Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman

El Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav" Off.
F4 Jihadia Rifleman
F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLONIAL GATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 70p

COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules, 6 handlers, 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £2.50

COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1 field gun. limber. 6 horse team
horse riders. Umber riders, etc.. £2.50

NAVAL BRIGADE

N1 Advancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off.

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY
B1 Officer Marching
82 Officer Firing Pistol
83 Inf. Lying Firing
84 Inf. Kneeling Firing

B6 Inf Standing Firing
B6 Inf. Advancing
B7 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B8 Inf. Marching
B9 Highland Off. Marching
BIO Highland Off. Firing Pistol
B11 Highland Inf. Lying Firing
B12 Highland Inf, Kneeling Firing
B13 Highland Inf. Standing Firing
B14 Highland Inf. Advancing
B15 Highland Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B16 Highland inf.
BC1 Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
803 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
B17 Officer Marching
B18 Officer Firing Pistol
819 Infantry Lying Firing
B20 Infantry Kneeling Firing
B21 Infantry Standing Firing
B22 Infantry Advancing
B23 infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B24 Infantry Marching
B25 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY

BZ1 Officer Marching
BZ2 Officer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing
BZ4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
BZ5 Infantry Standing Firing
BZ6 Infantry Advancing
BZ7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
BZ8 Infantry Marching
ZULUS
ZZ1 Zulu Chief
ZZ2 Zulu Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi
INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN
T1 Chief

T2 • Tribesman Lying Firing

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry (Charging with Rifle slung

RUSSIAN ARMY 1900.

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R"? Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer
R9 Coassack Off.

Colonial Field Gun 60p
Colonial Mountain Gun 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer. 1
Gunner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod, I Gunner
Kneeling. Set 50p
Colonial Gun Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling. Set 50p
FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY

H6 Infantry Advancing
H7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H8 Infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry Officer

Ail First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only



WATCH FOR EXCITING NEW DEVELOPMENTS FROM LASSET,

SANDERSON AND GARRISON SOON!

Garrison sword and sorcery expands with more figures from the hyperborean age.
Releases will include Zammorians, ogres, ores and fantastic monsters from the realms of
myth.

The John Tassel Jubilee range of 75mm miniatures has proved a great success and we plan
many more new items. Mouth watering figures such as;

Cossacks Chinese
Sudan British Russo Japanese War
Mediaevals Carolingians

and many more

THE FINEST WltLITARY

MINIATURES IN THE WORLD
In USA:
Coulter-Bennet Ltd.,
12158 Hamlln St., North Hollywood,
Calif. 91606.

. In France:
Arbois Modelisme,
1222 Rue Bon-Houdart - B.P.32. 93700
Drancy.

In Canada:

Sabre Model Supplies,
480 RIdeau St., Ottawa, Ontario
K1M 5Z4.

In Australia:

Truescale Model Imports,
P.O. Box-36, Osborne Park, Western
Australia 6017.

GREENWOOD
(^BALL 111)
61 WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES.

TEESSIDE.

EAGLE
MINI A TURES
P.O. BOX 14, BARRY, SOUTH
GLAMORGAN CF6 6YB
Tel. BARRY 740374

During the mutiny of 1857,
the British Army had to BE
make do with whatever

clothing they could find.
j  A mixture of British and
f  , Indian dress as captured

by these figures.

EMB 17 OFFICER

INDIAN MUTINY1857

Dressed and armed like

soldiers of the dark ages
the Bashkir was

certainly one of the
most colourful

soldiers of the J
Napoleonic wars.

EMF 9 RUSSIAN
BASHKIR 1812

EMB 18 PRIVATE

INDIAN MUTINY 1857

Price £1.60 each

Post and Packing
U.K. All orders under £510%

minimum 20p
OVER £5 Post Free.

Overseas surface mail
30% Airmail 60%

THE NEW MODEL SOLDIER
SHOP

162 INFIRMARY ROAD SHEFFIELD 563 DH
TEL: SHEFFIELD 0742-77966

Over 90,000 Soldiers In Stock 11

and recruiting daily

PAINTED FIGURES

25mm Armies as specified £69.50
Sample Figures 45p each Er S.A.E.

54mm £9.50 with your family Coat of Arms

FIRST ANNIVERSARY SALE — 15% off All Plastic Products
until end of September.

25mm Armies and Forces by Minifigs and Greenwood & Ball
£15.95 each post paid U.K. only. Minimum of 150 pieces.

Ancient Greek
Ancient Assyrian
Ancient Roman

Ancient Persian
Ancient British
Ancient Egyptians
Norman

Saxons

Vikings

Send stamped

Medieval English
Medieval French

War of Roses

Roundheads

Royalists
AW! American

AWI British

Federal
Confederates

addressed envelope and

Napoleonic British
Napoleonic French
Napoleonic Russian
Napoleonic Prussian
Napoleonic Austrian
Bavarian Wurtemberg
Mythical Earth
Sword and Sorcery
Dungeons & Dragons

7p stamp for each army list.

Hinchliffe Armies £17.95 each post paid U.K. only.
Polish Renaissance Turkish Renaissance

Holy Roman Empire

Artillery Units 85p extra

All Armies are detailed to Regiments/Units including Officers, Standard
Bearers, Musicians, Cavalry and Personality Figures.
Opening hours—Monday to Friday 9.30 am - 5.00 pm. Closed
Wednesday All Day. Saturday 9.30 - 2.30 pm.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors! Eric NA/. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH. MANOR PARK LONDON. El 2 6PG. Telephone; 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIALISING FOR WARGAMERS & MILITARY RGURE COLLECTORS
friendly shop with the largest WARGAMES figures stock in LONDON

Figures by:
HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE
OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us

Ships by:
NAVWAR
ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

EASTHA/M
DISTRICT LINE

RUSKIN /IR/MS
PUBUCHOUSE

HIGH SI NORTH

NEW/VIODEL
/IR/HY i I
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

RANGE

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

NEW!! 80mm COLLECTORS FIGURES

MERCENARY
CONGO REBELLION.J EQUIPPED WITH M40 HEAVY M/C

k  GUN. BANDOLIER.

I  FIELD EQUIPMENT
n  (Available for immediate despatch)

GURKHA
MALAYAN UPRISING

I  JUNGLE COMBAT DRESS.
I  EQUIPPED WITH 2 INCH MORTAR

AND MK.5 STEN GUN.

HAND CRAFTED METAL

^ FIGURE KITS. COMPLETE WITH
BASE BLOCK NAME PLATE AND

PAINTING INSTRUCTIONS.

Stoftceut UlCtUatectM'
MODEL HOBBY CENTRE
211 BEXLEY ROAD. NORTHUMBERLAND HEATH. ERITH, KENT.

Mail Order (SAE with enquiries) I
All prices quoted include VAT

Postage and Packing UK 10% up to
£5 (min lOp). Free over £5

Remittances payable to Starcast
Miniatures Model Hobby Centre.

Telephone: ERITH 34045

Open 9.30am - 6pm Men to Sat
Closed all day Thurs.

Trade enquiries welcome
UK and Export



Game Designers' Workshop

For the widest range of wargames

VISIT OUR SHOPS

16F Hanway Street, London WIA 2LS
2 Castle Street, Kingston Upon Thames

JUST ARRIVED all BATTLELINE GAMES

including AIRFORCE £7.95
DAUNTLESS £8.50

FURY IN THE WEST £7.95

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME /
01-636 8278 '

THE BESTIN BOARD

WARGAMING

G.D.W. games are available post-free from:
GAMES CENTRE

16F Hanway Street, London WIA 2LS

PEARL HARBOR NEW!

PHARSALUS NEW!
CITADEL-The siege of Dien Bien Phu NEW!
LABATTAILLEDEMOSKOWA-1812 NEW!
AVALANCHE-The Salerno landings, 1943 £9.95
BATTLE FOR MIDWAY-The Pacific, 1942 £7.75
BURMA-1942-45 £5.95

CHACO - Bolivia vs. Paraguay, 1932-35 £5.50
CORAL SEA - Pacific carrier battle £5.95

CRIMEA -The dawn of modern warfare £6.65
1815-The Waterloo campaign £6.65
M ANASSAS - The first American Civil War Battle £4.95
NARVIK-The invasion of Norway, 1940 £6.65
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR, 1904-5 £7.75

including PORT ARTHUR £4.95
andTSUSHIMA £4.95

S.S.N. - Modern anti-submarine warfare £5.95
THEIR FINESTHOUR-The Battle of Britain £9.95
TORGAU-Frederick the Great, 1760 £6.65
TRI PLANETARY-space combat in the 21 st century £5.95
DRANG NACH OSTEN - German invasion of Russia £11.65
UNENTSCHIEDEN-The Russian counter-attack £10.95

ENGARDE!-Rule book for 17 th- century role-playing game ... .£2.95

AM,

WE MAKE NO EXTRAVAGANT CLAIMS

THAT WE MAKE THE BEST MODELS—

But our customers keep telling us that we do,
and the customer Is ALWAYS RIGHT!

So why not see for yourself
and send for our catalogue of 25mm

Top Class models — from Ancient Egyptian
to Napoleonic.

AND NOW THE FIRST OF A NEW RANGE OF

20mm. WWn figures. British 3 man gun team
plus rifles and sten gun, 30p.

DON'T FORGET OUR FULL RANGE OF

MEDIEVALS WITH OUR ONE-TO-ONE RULES

We shall be at Caxton Hall 3rd. Sept.
Durham 10/11th Sept. and the

Nationals at Sheffield 24/25th Sept.

Eamming
jWiniatuttiS

For complete catalogue send 25p to
45 Wenlock Street, HULL, HU3 1DA

Overseas — catalogue 40p

THE PRINTED WORD

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR specialists:

American Civil War Specialists -
militaria of all wars - models -

25nini wargamers figures - send
25p for A.C.W. lists of books,
records, uniforms, etc. Personal
callers welcome.

Wargames Clubs: Ask about our
discount to clubs and members -

we would also like to attend your
open days.

PRINTEDWORD

37 MANOR ROAD, WALLINGTON, SURREY.
Closed Mondays. Tel: 01 -647 1213

Silver Jubilee Naval Review
A Lasting Souvenir of a Great Occasion

H.M. Yacht BRITANNIA
SILVER PLATED COMMEMORATIVE MODEL

In Detailed 1/1200 Scale
Mounted on Teak Wood Base with Narne Plate
comes assembled in Black Presentation Box

Each £3-50
(Only from)

Model Figures & Hobbies
Lower Balloo Road,
Groomsport, Co. Down
BT19 2LU N.I.



BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed
by the author. Send cash with order to Vargamer's Newsletter, 69
Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be
purchased at the Tradition shop in London (but without personal
inscriptions and autograph).
WARGAMES - £4.00p. NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p. ADVANCED WARGAMES -
£3.25p. WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.^5p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES -
Vol.1 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £4.35p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.
II I420-I783 - £3.75p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.Ill 1792-
1859 - £^.90p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.IV 1863-19^5 -
£6.00p. BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £4.45p. BATTLE NOTES FOR
WARGAMERS - £4.00p. WARGAMING ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL PERIODS -
£4.25p. WARGAMING - PIKE AND SHOT PERIODS - £5.00p. TANK BATTLES
IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign - £3.I0p. SKIRMISH
WARGAMING - £3.20p. POITIERS 1356 - £I.80p. AT THEM WITH THE
BAYONET! - £1.65p. COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £5.55p. CAPTAIN
CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p. BETTER MILITARY MODELLING - £2.75p.

WARGAMERS HANDBOOK OF THE AMERICAN WtHI OF INDEPENDENCE 1775-1783 -

WARGAMING RULES: 1. Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony
Bath. 2. Mediaeval period by Tony Bath. 3. 1750 Period in Europe
(with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
4. Napoleonic by Donald Featherstone. 5. American Civil War by
Donald Featherstone, 6. Late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial
Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone. 7. 1917 Period war-
game in German S.W. Africa (incl. rules for early tanks, armoured
cars, etc) by Donald Featherstonja. 8. 1944 Normandy-type wargame
by Philip Barker. 9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald
Featherstone.

40p each or the set of 9 for £3.00p including postage.

WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct
realistic battlefields - 55p

ALL OBTAINABLE FROM THE EDITOR OF THIS MAGAZINE.

Ill III llrill MODEL ACCESSORIES
JOHN PIPER (ACCESSORIES) LIMITED
8S COWLEAZE ROAO ■ KINOSTON-UPON-THAMES ' SURREY - KTS SED

TELEPHONE: 01-543 5B84 TELEX: CADANAC LDN 934648

New Series All to Scale 1:100

Above - Detailed Casting
of West German Leopard 1A4 Tank

WHAT IS NEW?—This month we are introducing a vehicle,
nam^'v the Range Rover, and for the specialists in diorama
moQ^.o a SHELL SHATTERED TREE KIT and a packet of
ETCHED LEAVES suitable for attaching to the Shattered Tree
Branches. These will be available in three types—ash, oak or
small leaf suitable for various tree types.

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK: T.62 @ E3.85 —LEOPARD 1A4

@ £4.30 — SCORPION @ £2.55 — BEDFORD 4 TON
COVERED @ £2.50 — BEDFORD 4 TON OPEN @ £2.30 —
LANDROVER & TRAILER @ £1.90 — ALVIS STALWART @
£2.80 — SUNDRY STORES PACK @ £1.72 — CHIEFTAN
TANK @ £4.30 — LORRY LOAD PACK @ £0.99 — NEW —
KIT 'A' SHELL SHATTERED.'TREE @ £1.83 — ETCHED
LEAVES @ £0.'81 — RANGE ROVER @ £1.25
All prices include V.A.T. and U.K. Postage and Packing.
TERMS: Mail Order Only - Cash with order - Cheques and
P-O.'s made payable to John Piper Accessories Limited -
Overseas Customers quotations on request.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

LOOKING FOR

QUALITY FANTASY FIGURES ?

ARCHIVE

MINIATURES
Direct from the U.S.A. offer you the only Hi- _
Fidelity Fantasy Figures available anywhere.'
It's quality that speaks for itself.

Series One — Middle Earth — The world of Dragons and
Hobbits.

Series Two — Mythology — For a trip back In time fight
ing Amazons, Centaurs
Cyclops, and many others.

Series Three— Dungeoneer — Well dungeon masters, these
are the most sensational
figures yetl Dungeon
nasties, crawlers and other
disgusting lovable creatures.

Series Four— Dragon Pass — Look out for Ironhoof the
Wyrm and Harrek the
Berserk. You have nochance
against these charactersi

Series Five — Science Fiction— Explore Universe worlds!

Coming sooner tfian you think. Still more great fantasy: Oriental (Samurai) 1
Michael Moorcocks EIricI and much morel
Send 20p and self addressed envelope for our full catalogue (U.K. only) to

CLYDE MODELS Glasgow G1^^ LE.
We are Glasgow's only professional figure and wargames retailers open six
days a week 9.30 to 5.30. Besides selected stocks of figures and games we
have railways plastic kits, materials and much more. Give us a visit.

Now the best thing since D 6- D was invented (or sliced bread). Underworld
Oracle the new D & Dfan magazine No. 1 35p, No. 2 (Just out) 35p, contents
include Dungeon Play Test, New Character Class's and much more available
from Clyde Models or direct from the Editor, Underworld Oracle, 206
Morrison St., Edinburgh. (Please include S.A.E.).

Series Three— Dungeoneer

Series Four— Dragon Pass —



(Incorporating Chas. C. Stadden Miniatures Reg.)

"THE BRITISH ARMY" THE FIRST
OF A NEW SET OF 80mm

FIGURES BY ALAN CATON ;

CAST IN WHITE METAL

THESE FIGURES

ARE AVAILABLE

IN EASY-TO-
ASSEMBLE KIT FORM

PRII^E^^^^
AC8001

MUSKETEER, 1660

I

AC8002

PRIVATE, CENTRE COMPANY
1750

AC8004

PRIVATE, 93rd HIGHLANDERS
1854

AC8003

GUNNER, ROYAL HORSE ARTILLERY
1815

5A&5B SHEPHERD STREET MAYFAIR LONDON W1 Tel: 0T493 7452



How the Americans wen driven into
WoridWnrll

A new and unique selection of 35th -
scale Second World War 'soft-skin' military
vehicles and weapons are now included in the
Airfix construction kit range.

And theaccent is American.

There's thefamous Dodge Command Car:
The Dodge Weapon Carrier; White Scout Car;
M6 Anti-Tank Gun;155mmHowitzer.Andar/2
Ton Personnel Carrier.

Each kit has over 100 parts and comes
complete with authenticdecalsanda high
degree of accuracy.

MimARYVi;HICU]S

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terratx, Southampton, Englanc)


